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It is with some trepidation that scholars enter the world of the Byzantine garden. On the
one hand, the garden and garden motifs are ubiquitous in Byzantine literature and art;
rhetorical descriptions and extant monuments and objects provide a rich array of textual
and visual examples from which to work. On the other hand, the garden, by its very nature,
is part of the ephemera of the past, particularly in a conquered culture such as the Byzantine
Empire; no archaeological remains of gardens have yet been excavated that would allow us
precisely to reconstruct or situate the allusive paradisiacal landscapes that once ornamented
the city of Constantinople or its shores along the Bosporos or Sea of Marmara. Yet the
romance of the Byzantine garden has tantalized twentieth-century scholars since the early-
century publication of M. L. Gothein’s Geschichte der Gartenkunst, which first appeared in
1913 (published in English in 1928), with its short description of Byzantine garden culture.1

Recently, A. R. Littlewood and H. Maguire have lamented the limitations for scholarly
reconstructions in their own attempts to broaden the scope of our knowledge.2 However,

We would like to extend our great appreciation to Henry Maguire and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn for
their support and always helpful suggestions and for organizing, with Antony Littlewood, the colloquium on
Byzantine garden culture (November 1996) that resulted in this volume. We also thank Kenneth Helphand,
Charles Lachman, Amy Papalexandrou, Alice-Mary Talbot, and the two anonymous readers for their advice and
contributions to our project. Our translation of the text of Theodore Hyrtakenos benefited from the useful
remarks of the participants in the Dumbarton Oaks seminar on Byzantine ekphraseis (1994–95). Finally, we are
indebted to Kate McGee, a landscape architect in Eugene, Oregon, for aiding in the visualization of Hyrtakenos’
garden ekphrasis through her fine drawings illustrating this article.

1 See M. L. Gothein, A History of Garden Art (repr. New York, 1979), 137–43. More recent surveys include
L. Brubaker and A. R. Littlewood, “Byzantinische Gärten,” in Der Garten von der Antike bis zum Mittelalter, ed.
M. Carroll-Spillecke (Mainz am Rhein, 1992), 213–48; A. R. Littlewood, “Gardens of Byzantium,” Journal of
Garden History 12 (1992): 126–53; idem, “Gardens of the Palaces,” in Byzantine Court Culture from 829 to 1204,
ed. H. Maguire (Washington, D.C., 1997); and J. Wolschke-Bulmahn, “Zwischen Kepos und Paradeisos: Fragen
zur byzantinischen Gartenkultur,” Das Gartenamt 41 (1992): 221–28.

2 Littlewood, “Gardens of Byzantium,” 128, and H. Maguire, “Imperial Gardens and the Rhetoric of
Renewal,” in New Constantines: The Rhythm of Imperial Renewal in Byzantium, 4th–13th Centuries, ed. P. Magdalino
(Aldershot, 1994), 181–82. Maguire writes: “At present, our best sources of information are the texts, but if we
turn to Byzantine literature for information about gardens we often find that it is extremely difficult to recon-
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consultation of the secondary sources on Byzantine gardens indicates that Gothein, in fact,
set forth much of the essential information that still forms the core upon which current
interpretations and adumbrations are based. It is into this fray that our own contribution
hastens, as we elucidate a previously neglected ekphrastic text by the early fourteenth-
century literatus Theodore Hyrtakenos, the Description of the Garden of St. Anna (see Appen-
dix 1).3

Little biographical detail is known of Hyrtakenos except that he was born on the
Kyzikos peninsula and that he was a writer and teacher in Constantinople. His writings
include a panegyric on the Theotokos and an encomium on the anchorite Aninas, as well as
ninety-three surviving letters to various members of the elite of Constantinople, including
Emperor Andronikos II Palaiologos, Patriarch John XIII Glykys, and Theodore Metochites.4

His Description of the Garden of St. Anna has excited little interest, eliciting only a terse
statement from Herbert Hunger, with no further elaboration or evidence, that this ekphrasis
was based on a painting seen by Hyrtakenos.5 Our analysis suggests otherwise: this over-
wrought rhetorical description positively reeks of allusions, textual and visual, that relate to
the literary, artistic, and religious concerns of the intellectual milieu in which Hyrtakenos
labored.6 Ekphrastic connection to a specific or identifiable work of art is unnecessary to
maintain in order to draw on its rich texture. The multiple allusions to divergent genres, in
effect, contribute to more precise definitions of late Byzantine culture, not the least of
which is its sustained attraction to gardens, real or imaginary.

The text itself begins and ends with Anna, first contemplating her childless fate and,
finally, receiving news of her conception of the Virgin. These very brief narrations frame
the lengthy description of the garden in which Anna muses and that forms the heart of
Hyrtakenos’ narrative. The obvious starting point for discussion of Hyrtakenos’ ekphrasis on
the garden of St. Anna is that which inspired the framing story around the garden portrayal:
an apocryphal Gospel text such as the Protoevangelion of James (1–4:2). Written to promote

struct actual gardens from the written accounts. Either the texts are excessively brief in their descriptions, or else
they are prolix, but at the same time opaque, rhetorical, and vague on specifics.” Analysis of the focus of this
study, Hyrtakenos, will only provide further proof of this characterization.

3    {Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh" th'" mhtro;" th'" Qeotovkou, in J. F. Boissonade, Anecdota
Graeca, 5 vols. (Paris, 1829–33; repr. Hildesheim, 1962), 3:59–70 (hereafter AnecGr).

4 For a summation of Hyrtakenos’ life, see ODB, 2:966–67. For a discussion of his letters, see A. Karpozilos,
“The Correspondence of Theodoros Hyrtakenos,” JÖB 40 (1990): 275–94. It is evident from his letters that he
often asked his influential patrons for financial help and for various gifts. Letters to individuals of high status
pressing for financial concessions were usual among Hyrtakenos’ contemporaries; these demands do not neces-
sarily indicate dire need. For an assessment of the social standing of 14th-century intellectuals, see I. Ševčenko,
“Society and Intellectual Life in the Fourteenth Century,” Actes du XIVe Congrès international des Études byzantines,
Bucarest 1971, vol. 1 (Bucharest, 1974), 69–92; repr. in idem, Society and Intellectual Life in Late Byzantium (Lon-
don, 1981).

5 H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner (Munich, 1978), 1:184: “Von Theodoros
Hyrtakenos (14. Jh.) lesen wir noch die Ekphrasis des Gartens der hl. Anna, der Mutter Mariens, nach einem
Gemälde.” Hunger’s statement has been repeated as accepted fact with no further supporting evidence in the
ODB entry.

6 Like many 14th-century authors, Hyrtakenos’ texts and letters are replete with erudite allusions to
ancient literature; see ODB, 2:967, and Karpozilos, “Correspondence of Theodoros Hyrtakenos,” 286–90.
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and expand the story of the Virgin, it begins with the sad state of affairs of her childless
parents, Joachim and Anna. Key to Hyrtakenos’ text, and embedded in the narrative, is a bare
outline of the garden to which Anna retires to lament her barren fate. Unadorned refer-
ences to the disposition of the garden, the trees, animals, birds, and a source for water
(possibly a fountain?) indicate a setting on which Hyrtakenos could base his much more
florid description of the garden of her lamentation. The lushness of his writing conjures up
the repetitions of the words fruit and fruitful found in the Protoevangelion and assigns them
with more poignant meaning as they contrast with Anna’s condition. Hyrtakenos does not
fail to underscore the issue of fertility, or the lack thereof, in all aspects of his text, as we shall
see. It is useful to address the textual insinuations and sources in his ekphrastic text before
turning to an analysis of the descriptive devices and their connection to the “real” or artistic
world in which Hyrtakenos functioned.

The topic selected by our author, the Annunciation to Anna, is perhaps significant in
light of the relatively few textual precedents on which he could draw. Aside from the
original inspiration, the Protoevangelion of James, other sources include homilies and encomia
that date from the eighth through twelfth centuries. The feast of the Annunciation to Anna
was a minor one in the Byzantine liturgical calendar and was not celebrated until well after
the fourth century. Thus the early church fathers did not address this event in their own
rhetorical works. One of the first authors to discuss Anna’s annunciation is Andrew of
Crete (late 7th–early 8th century) in his Kanons (although his homily has been considered
spurious). Other authors who treat this event are John of Euboea (mid-8th century), George
of Nikomedeia (late 9th century), Patriarch Euthymios (early 10th century), Peter of Argos
(late 9th–early 10th century), and James of Kokkinobaphos (12th century).7 It is interesting
to note that the well-known homilies on the Virgin from James of Kokkinobaphos do not
attempt to describe Anna’s garden; the images of her annunciation found in the two deluxe
illustrated versions of his text from the second quarter of the twelfth century (Vatican
Library, gr. 1162, and Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 1208) are far more evocative than his
words.8 His homily on the conception of the Virgin (the first of six) contains the word
paravdeiso" (garden) in three passages. He emphasizes the serenity of the garden over its
appearance.9

7 An additional source on Anna’s annunciation, an anonymous encomium, survives in a 14th-century
manuscript (Mt. Athos, Vatopedi monastery, cod. 425). See F. Halkin, Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca (Brussels,
1957), 1:134d. James of Kokkinobaphos, however, demonstrates his pilfering tendencies in his homily on Anna’s
annunciation: he copies George of Nikomedeia’s earlier text virtually word for word. The homily of George is
Oratio in conceptionem et nativitatem sanctissimœ Deiparœ (Oratio III), PG 100:1375–1400, that of James is Oratio
in conceptionem sanctissimœ Deiparœ (Oratio I), PG 127:543–568. E. Jeffreys also referred to this feature of James’
writings in “The Letters and Homilies of James of Kokkinobaphos: A Stylistic Oddity?” (paper presented at the
Dumbarton Oaks Symposium, Washington, D.C., 3–5 May 1996). For the liturgical significance of the feast of
the Annunciation to Anna, see H.-G. Beck, Kirche und theologische Literatur im byzantinischen Reich (Munich,
1959), 259.

8 The Vatican version is available in color facsimile: I. Hutter and P. Canart, Das Marienhomilar des Monchs
Jakobos von Kokkinobaphos: Codex Vaticanus graecus 1162, facsimile and commentary, 2 vols. (Zurich, 1991).

9 For instance, ajll∆ ajtavracovn tina kai; ajperiktuvphton to;n tou' paradeivsou katalabou'sa cw'ron
(“Anna came to the place of the garden, that was calm and away from the noise”) (PG 127:556); to;n
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Yet the authors of these texts, like Hyrtakenos, depended on that early source for their
own descriptions and interpretations of Anna’s annunciation. Unlike Hyrtakenos, however,
they chose not to highlight the physical setting of Anna’s garden through any extended
ekphrasis. In fact, the two most informative texts concerning her garden are contained in
the Protoevangelion and Hyrtakenos’ ekphrasis, and even the former is limited in its depiction
compared to the latter. It mentions a laurel tree, birds in the branches, animals, and indicates
the presence of water. The other homilies and encomia tersely situate Anna in a garden, but
are silent on its characteristics or meaning.10 Thus Hyrtakenos relied mainly on the apocry-

ejrhmikwvteron de;, dia; to; h[remon tou' paradeivsou, katalambavnei cw'ron (“She came to the place that was
more solitary, because of the tranquility of the garden”) (ibid., 557); and ajlla; tivna ta; th'" eujch'" ejn tw/'
paradeivsw/ th'" “Annh" rJhvmata; (“But what were the words of Anna’s prayer in the garden?”) (ibid., 557–
560).

10 One author, John of Euboea, does connect Anna’s garden to the garden of Eden, which he states was
regained for mankind because the Virgin’s conception took place in a garden. See his Sermo in conceptionem sanctœ
Deiparœ, PG 96:1465: ∆Idou; ∆Iwakei;m kai; “Anna, oJ me;n nhsteuvwn ejn tw/' o[rei, hJ de; ejn paradeivsw/, to;n qeo;n
ejkduswpou'sa, docei'on e[labon tou' sthvsanto" ta; o[rh kai; to;n paravdeison futeuvsanto": ijdou; ejn paradeivsw/
eujfrosuvnh" eujaggevlia, i{na oJ ajrcai'o" paravdeiso" toi'" ajnqrwvpoi" paradoqh/'. (“Lo! Joachim and Anna, he
fasting on the mountain, she in the garden, praying to God, received a vessel from the One who erected the

1 Daphni, church of the Koimesis, Annunciation to Joachim and Anna
(photo: Alinari/Art Resource, N.Y.)
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phal text for the basic narrative and hardly at all on other religious literature; his allusions to
pagan literature are far more prominent and precise.11

Hyrtakenos’ description of Anna’s garden sets forth several topoi that conform to other
types of textual descriptions as well as to visual material extant from the middle and late
Byzantine periods (Figs. 1, 2). Alluding to the wealth of Joachim and Anna mentioned in
the Protoevangelion, he begins with a vivid image of the enclosure surrounding the garden
(located in an estate); it is a wall made of stone in the shape of a ring and perfectly round.
Atop the wall rises a double frieze, making the whole enclosure a complicated (and fanciful)
but, significantly, very secure barrier from the outside world. The two most well known

2 Istanbul, Kariye Camii, Annunciation to Anna

mountains and planted the garden of Eden; lo! good news of merriment [are given] in a garden, so that the
ancient garden may be delivered to mankind.”)

11 One of his biblical references is in error—that Fenanna was childless (Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:69).
Hyrtakenos’ allusions to classical literature give some sense of his training. The structure of the ekphrasis follows
the instructions of Aphthonios by describing the garden from the outside toward the inside (from the outer
walls to the fountain in the middle) and by mentioning what is inside the garden (trees, flowers, and birds); H.
Rabe, ed., Aphthonii Progymnasmata (Leipzig, 1926), 37, lines 6–14. See also O. Schissel, Der byzantinische Garten:
Seine Darstellung im gleichzeitigen Romane (Vienna-Leipzig, 1942), 8–9.
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images of the Annunciation of Anna, the late-eleventh-century mosaic at the church of the
Koimesis, Daphni (Fig. 1), and the early-fourteenth-century mosaic at the Kariye Camii,
Istanbul (Fig. 2), do not indicate an enclosed garden, but a fifteenth-century fresco at the
church of the Holy Cross at Pelendri in Cyprus (Fig. 3) does depict an awkward wall that
encircles Anna and her house. A post-Byzantine manuscript (Proskunhtavrion), Mount
Athos, Grigoriou monastery, cod. 139 (fol. 12r; Fig. 4), has a little painting of a rectangular
stone wall enclosure identified as oJ kh'po", which evidences similar arrangements in Byzan-
tine gardens. But Hyrtakenos ensures that his enclosure has its own impregnable integrity,
and does not leave to chance his audience’s understanding that Anna’s haven is protected
from carnal love, a topos so often found in Byzantine romances:12

<The garden> had a surrounding wall in the shape of a ring; the shape of a ring is
circular. A double frieze was raised upon the surrounding wall, soaring aloft high in
the air. And each was a beautiful ornament for the other, encircling the garden in
safety. One, <the frieze>, was put together with the stonecutter’s craft, so that nei-

3 Pelendri, Cyprus, church of the Holy Cross, Annunciation to Anna

12 A. R. Littlewood, “Romantic Paradises: The Rôle of the Garden in the Byzantine Romance,” BMGS 5
(1979): 95–114, and C. Barber, “Reading the Garden in Byzantium: Nature and Sexuality,” BMGS 16 (1992):
14–19. The majority of the romances connect the heroine to a garden and, as both authors point out, she is
hidden behind walls (the enclosed garden).
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ther the clever thief could indulge in theft, nor the one who enslaves his eyes to
love could burn into carnal fire because of curious looks <into the garden>. Rid
of all disturbances, it gave its mistress freedom to converse with God, whom she
desired, raising her mind <to him> without distraction.13

Accordingly, the heroine is often found in a garden, awaiting her love (and awakening to it
in the highly charged confines of the luscious landscape). For example, in the twelfth-
century romance of Eustathios Makrembolites, Hysmine and Hysminias, the hero finds the
eponymous and flirtatious heroine in a garden (book 4), where she welcomes and resists his
sexual advances.14

In contrast, the hero of the early-fourteenth-century romance Kallimachos and Chrysorroe
has far greater success with his conquest; Chrysorroe surrenders completely (in the “safety”
of the garden) to his (and her) passion.15

And after the first or second hour of night the hired laborer ran up and crossed the
garden. He approached the pavilion, went up to the curtain, and there spied the

4 ÔO kh'po". Mt. Athos, Grigoriou monastery, cod. 139, fol. 12r (photo: after
S. M. Pelekanides et al., Treasures of Mount Athos [Athens, 1975], 1:377, fig.
484)

13  [Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:60.
14 See M. Alexiou’s synopsis and discussion, “A Critical Reappraisal of Eustathios Makrembolites’ Hysmine

and Hysminias,” BMGS 3 (1977): 23–43.
15 G. Betts, trans., Three Medieval Greek Romances (New York-London, 1995), 37–90.
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queen, who also saw him. She rose trembling with desire. He came to her as though
on wings. Words, no matter how fair, cannot tell of the passion, the joy, the love
with which they embraced. It can only be described by a tender heart. The ineffable
sweetness of their kiss watered their fair but dead hearts like a river. . . . And when
they had spent the greater part of the night kissing, he joyfully took Chrysorroe to
bed and their bodies were united. She in turn embraced Kallimachos and they then
experienced a delicious rapture beneath the trees, a rare and wondrous pleasure.
Their dead hearts began to beat again in unison. Then it was that they returned to
the living. Their souls, which had completely suffocated under so much passion,
revived and came back to life. Streams of a fountain of joyful tears poured down.
They derived much pleasure from this flood that rose from a spring of happy
weeping. . . . Amidst weeping, sighs and lamentation, and through fear of the crowd,
their bodies parted. The hired laborer, a laborer again, went out into the garden as if
to tend the plants and put in trees.16

5 Istanbul, Kariye Camii, Enrollment for Taxation

16 Ibid., 75–76, verses 1950–90.
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Anna, of course, is not about to confront human passion, but rather, is free to commune
with the divine in an equally fertile garden, and that will lead to the “fruition” of her desires.

In addition to the wall and double frieze (as if that were not enough!), the garden was
also wreathed with a “chorus of cypress trees.” Hyrtakenos informs us that these trees were
configured through manmade artifice, indicating that they are topiaries. He describes the
trunks of the trees as stripped bare and shaped in a conelike foliage.17 There is no lack of
evidence in the visual material for this gardening manipulation, and it is also referred to in
another fourteenth-century romance, Belthandros and Chrysantza:

Belthandros immediately entered on his own. He saw both banks of the river
variously set with white vines and red flowers of narcissus and with a covering of
trees. He threw a glance up at them and saw their beauty, their pleasing symmetry

6 Istanbul, Kariye Camii, peacock,
detail

17 The comparison of the cypresses to dancing maidens is inspired by the myth recorded in the Geoponika
(11.4.2), the 10th-century compilation of different authors from late antiquity; the daughters of Eteocles stumbled
and fell into a well while dancing in honor of the goddesses. Gaia (earth) had pity on them, sprouting trees in
their place that were as comely as the maidens.
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and the graceful rise of their trunks. You would certainly have said that a carpenter
had turned them smooth on a lathe, set them upright and planted them.18

Examples of topiaries or what appear to be topiaries occur in middle Byzantine manu-
scripts such as the Gospel book, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 74 (second half of the
11th century), or the Homilies of James of Kokkinobaphos, Vatican Library,  gr. 1162, and
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 1208, as well as in the contemporary mosaics in the Kariye
Camii (Enrollment for Taxation and detail of a peacock in a garden; Figs. 5, 6). The visual
evidence suggests the use of topiaries, an artificial manipulation of landscape, and an obvi-
ous attraction to the fantastical treatment of the landscape in Byzantium.19 That Hyrtakenos

7 Plan of Hyrtakenos’ garden (reconstruction drawing: Kate McGee)

18 Betts, Three Romances, 10, verses 282–90.
19 Littlewood also marshals visual evidence, from manuscripts in particular, as allusions to topiaries and

their use in Byzantine gardens in the face of no surviving examples. He too acknowledges that the artistic
renderings of trees are often imaginative and fantastically colored, which complicates the distinction between
the real and the fanciful. See “Gardens of the Palaces,” 29 and figs. 1 and 2 (Paris, B.N., gr. 74, fols. 52r and 149v),
and “Gardens of Byzantium,” 137 and fig. 18 (Paris, B.N. gr. 74, fol. 61r).
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includes it in his ekphrasis is a critical textual allusion to this gardening practice reproduced
in the visual material, but the modern audience cannot disentangle easily the real (that he
describes from something he saw in life) from the literary/artistic allusion.

Hyrtakenos thus has already given, early in his description, ample details for us to
attempt a visual reconstruction of Anna’s garden. In fact, with the help of a landscape
architect, Kate McGee, we have done just that. Her drawings illustrate this essay and give a
sense of the garden conception so nicely suggested by Hyrtakenos’ rhetoric. The drawings
follow his text closely, and we have interpolated where necessary. In reconstructing the
garden from this ekphrasis, perhaps we extend its puzzle as we take up the challenge of his
description (Figs. 7, 8).

Hyrtakenos continues to speak of the science of gardening, the deliberate incorpora-
tion of human control of the landscape, in an otherwise romanticized narrative. The trees
must be evenly spaced, and trees of different species must not intermingle, but be planted by
kind, according to the rules of gardening. This configuration emulates the guidelines found
in the Geoponika, as well as topoi established in earlier descriptions found in literary texts and
in illustrated manuscripts such as the late-eleventh–early-twelfth-century menologion, Mount

8 Plan of Hyrtakenos’ garden with tree identification (recon-
struction drawing: Kate McGee)
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Athos, Esphigmenou monastery cod. 14 (Fig. 13).20 Thus the chorus of cypresses (the only
non–fruit-bearing tree in this garden) is joined by choruses of mostly unspecified fruit-
bearing trees (later in the text, he mentions olives, laurels, and myrtles), underscoring the
fertility theme that permeates Hyrtakenos’ ekphrasis.21 The disposition of the trees in the
garden of Anna can be visualized in the oft-cited early sixth-century floor mosaic of the
basilica at Heraklea Lynkestis in Macedonia (see Fig. 14). The trees are nicely lined up in a
row and by species: pine, cherry, apple, olive, two cypresses, a dead tree, pear, fig, and pome-
granate.22 However, Hyrtakenos eloquently compares his choruses of trees to a hippo-
drome, so that the reader comprehends that the fruit trees, like the cypresses, encircle the
garden, and are obviously terraced to conform to the hippodrome seating analogy (Figs. 9,
10). His description depicts several concentric circles of trees, the outermost being the
tallest, the cypress (and thereby also removing both the least fertile and the most protective
and fencelike to the outer boundary of the garden),23 with each successive fruit tree moving
in toward the center (Fig. 8):

20 The Geoponika’s popularity in Byzantium is reflected in its extensive manuscript tradition. Because of its
established renown, it also represents gardening practices still followed in the 14th century. Parallelisms with
Hyrtakenos’ text include the instructions that the garden be fenced (10.1.1) and that plants should be arranged
according to species (10.1.2); see Littlewood, “Gardens of Byzantium,” 135, and idem, “Gardens of the Palaces,”
30; see also R. Rodgers, “Herbs in the Field of the Field and Herbs of the Garden in Byzantine Medicinal
Pharmacy,” in this volume, 159–175.

21 These trees are listed in most descriptions of gardens wherein the author enumerates the species. They
are also attested in the Geoponika (book 10).

22 Littlewood, “Gardens of Byzantium,” 136. Littlewood explains (n. 30) that the dead tree has been
restored as a date palm in the reconstruction drawing of the mosaic, but that a dead tree would make more sense
in the context of this mosaic. See also H. Maguire, Earth and Ocean: The Terrestrial World in Early Byzantine Art
(University Park, Pa.-London, 1987), 36–40.

23 Likewise, the Geoponika (11.5.4) contains the advice that cypresses should be placed at the outer barrier
to act in concert with it as a fence around the garden: Dhmovkrito" dev fhsin, wJ" e[ndoqen tou' qriggou' th;n
kupavrisson dei' futeuvesqai, i{na kat∆ ajmfovtera eij" tevryin kai; perifragh;n gevnhtai (“Demokritos says that
cypresses should be planted within the enclosing wall, so that they become both something to enjoy and a
fence.”). Theodore Metochites describes the contribution of the desirable, yet unfruitful, cypress to the garden
next to a church in his encomium for Nicaea:

’A de; ejxiovnti tou' new; paracrh'ma ajpanta'/, h/| pou pollh; cavri", oJra'/n e[nqen me;n leimw'na"
kecumevnou", e[nqen de; futw'n eujkarpivan te oJmou' kai; polukarpivan, kai; e[ti th;n ejnivwn ajgonivan
ejntau'qa eijsfevrousan: kai; ga;r a[karpon me;n ajll∆ ijqutene;" hJ kupavritto" kai; eij" oujranou;"
ajnacwrou'n, ejmoi; dokei'n ajtecnw'" uJpodeiknuvei toi'" ejkei' filosofou'sin, o{poi dei' trevcein kai;
ajnateivnesqai, meta; th'" ajnovdou katabracu; ta; peritta; th'" u{lh" ajpotiqemevnou" kai; stenoume‰nou"
pro;" th;n ajnavbasin.

And what meets one on leaving the church, and a very pleasant thing it is, is to see on one side
meadows spread out and on another an excellent and a rich growth of trees; and to see even the
unproductiveness of some there make its contribution. For an unfruitful thing, yet a straight-standing
one, is the cypress, which in rising even to the skies, as it seems to me, proclaims without artifice to
those who meditate there the way in which they are to walk and strive upward, laying aside gradually
as they go up the excess of their material part and growing thinner as they rise. (Trans. C. Foss, Nicaea:
A Byzantine Capital and Its Praises [Brookline, Mass., 1996], 180–81.)

An older edition of the Nikaeuv" is in K. N. Sathas, Mesaiwnikh; Biblioqhvkh, 7 vols. (Athens-Venice-Paris,
1872–94), 1:147–48 (hereafter MB).
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Immediately after the chorus of cypresses there were several other choruses of all
kinds of trees, winding around <the garden> in turns, neither indiscriminately, nor
in utter confusion, nor mingling the different species; and none whatsoever was
barren or even declining with regard to its edible efficacy, or did not offer fruit
surpassing all others of the same nature by being greatly superior. But each <cho-
rus> was neatly arranged according to its kind and species, and knew how to differ
from the others in only one thing: <the chorus situated> further behind was more
elevated, while the one on the inner side would always be somewhat lower, so that
it allowed for the beauty of the outer chorus to be visible, and so that all of them
could see the life-giving sun. It is possible to see something similar happening in
the theaters of the hippodrome, where the spectators sit together as on a ladder,
beginning with the highest seats, always sitting lower in the inferior level, until they
descend to the lowest level, so that it is possible <for everybody> to watch the
competitors.24

This disposition of trees is echoed in sources from the late antique period through the late
fourteenth century. For example, both the late antique romance Daphnis and Chloë and the
twelfth-century romance Drosilla and Charikles stipulate that the non–fruit-bearing trees
were placed on the outside and the fruit trees in the center.25

11 Hyrtakenos’ fountain (recon-
struction drawing: Kate McGee)

24 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:64.
25 The description in Daphnis and Chloë (4.2.4) states, e[ndon h\n ta; karpofovra futav, kaqavper

frourouvmena: e[xwqen perieisthvkei ta; a[karpa, kaqavper qrigko;" ceiropoivhto": kai; tau'ta mevntoi
lepth'" aiJmasia'" perievqei perivbolo". (“The fruit-bearing trees were inside, as if they were guarded. The
non–fruit-bearing trees were toward the outside, like an artificial fence. These were surrounded by a thin
wall.”). R. Hercher, ed., Erotici Scriptores Graeci, vol. 1 (Leipzig, 1858–59), 305, 17–19. The same arrangement
is found in Niketas Eugenianos’ romance, Drosilla and Charikles (1.77–80): Leimw;n ga;r h\n h{disto" aujth'" ejn
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In addition, a fourteenth-century allegorical poem by Theodore Meliteniotes, Sophrosyne
(see Appendix 2), dating later than our ekphrasis, describes a garden with trees planted in
concentric circles again following this same arrangement of species.26 The garden is de-
scribed twice, once by the heroine, Sophrosyne, and once by the narrator. The second
description (verses 2334–2524) portrays a garden enclosed by a square wall, but the trees are
planted in three concentric circles called “choruses.” The outside circle is formed by non–
fruit-bearing trees, the next by evergreens, and the third, in the center, by those that bear
fruit:

Who could talk about the garden to an assembly? Or is it clear to all of them that
<the garden> is unrivaled? For all around, near the <enclosing> wall, non–fruit-
bearing trees were standing in rows, as if they were a first chorus. Then, a second

12 Plan of Hyrtakenos’ fountain (reconstruction drawing:
Kate McGee)

mevsw/,//ou| kuklovqen me;n h\san wJrai'ai davfnai//kai; kupavrittoi kai; plavtanoi kai; druve",//mevson de;
devndra terpna; kai; karpofovra. (“In the middle of this [plain] there was a delightful garden, around which
there were beautiful laurel trees, cypresses, planes, and oaks, while in the middle there were pleasing and fruit-
bearing trees.”). F. Conca, ed., Nicetas Eugenianos De Drossillae et Chariclis Amoribus (Amsterdam, 1990), 35.

26 The poem is published in M. Miller, ed., Poème allégorique de Meliténiote. Notices et extraits des manuscrits de
la bibliothèque impériale et autres bibliothèques, vol. 19.2 (Paris, 1858), 1–138.
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chorus, that of evergreen trees, was standing within the <chorus> of the non–fruit-
bearing ones. The fruit-bearing trees were standing as a third chorus, having all the
branches leaning toward the earth, and all of them nodding downward because of
the weight of their fruits.27

The text also asserts that the trees are planted in pleasing symmetry and order (stoichdo;n
and kat∆ eujqeivan, verses 2355–57). Other details of the garden correspond variously to
those found in Achilles Tatios, Makrembolites, or Hyrtakenos: fruit hang heavy from the
branches, a sweet Zephyr is blowing, a pool is situated in the middle of the garden with
animals and birds adorning its rim, water spouting from their mouths, and the garden is
mirrored in the water of the pool. The final verses of the poem, which interpret its allegori-
cal symbols, state that the garden of Sophrosyne is comparable to the garden of Eden (verses
2909–3062, especially 3054–59).

13 Vineyards and orchards. Mt. Athos, Esphigmenou monastery,
cod. 14, fol. 386v (after Pelekanides et al., Treasures of Mount
Athos, 2:225, fig. 347)

27 Miller, Poème allégorique de Meliténiote, verses 2335–45.
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Yet all of these other cited garden ekphraseis refrain from Hyrtakenos’ degree of detail
(Figs. 9, 10); his circular and stepped tree (hippodrome) arrangement (for once) does not
have an obvious source in middle or late Byzantine texts. Michael Psellos, in his biography
of Constantine IX (1042–55), describes the gardens of the church of St. George of Mangana
in Constantinople:

All round were buildings bordered with porticoes on four or two sides and all [the
grounds] as far as the eye could see (for their end was not in sight) were fit for
horse-riding, and the next [buildings] were greater than the first; and in addition
there were meadows full of flowers, some extending all round, others in the middle;
there were water conduits that filled fountains; there were groves, some on high
ground, others sloping down towards the plain; there were baths of indescribable
charm.28

But is this his imaginary invention, or is he describing the plan of an aristocratic garden in
Constantinople?

Hyrtakenos’ garden does not lack its requisite ornament, a fountain; he proffers an
effusive illustration of this magnificent structure in the enclosure of the by-now-forgotten
Anna. It is, not unexpectedly, in the very center of the circle of trees (Figs. 7, 11, 12). Made
of three different colored marbles, it shone brilliantly in the light of day. Porphyry, which
threatens to enflame all around it, and a green and a golden stone form a tricolored sculp-
ture, which Hyrtakenos likens to creation (and the garden of Eden). The colors may allude
to Phison, one of the four rivers of Paradise.29 The description of the fountain begins
simply enough: it had a round basin (green stone) with a cylinder (golden gleaming stone)
rising from the middle with a pinecone (porphyry) on top.30 Holes were drilled into the
cone, seven in all, from which jets of water streamed (like the tears of Niobe). Again, it is not
difficult to locate images of fountains with pinecone spouts in Byzantine art; they are om-
nipresent.31 Foremost are the two depictions of the Annunciation to Anna from Daphni
(Fig. 1) and from the Vatican Kokkinobaphos manuscript (Fig. 15); in each, water spews
forth, streaming into the basin below. The elaborate marble fountain at Daphni also reflects
the multicolored appearance of its textual sister. Fountains proliferate in manuscripts of all
types, such as Gospel books, lectionaries, and menologia. For example, the canon tables of

28 Trans. C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire, 312–1453 (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972), 219. For a
Greek edition and French translation see É. Renauld, Chronographia, 2 vols. (Paris, 1926–28), 2:61 ff. Psellos’
description vaguely implies a stepped arrangement of the garden without the specifics of Hyrtakenos’ text.

29 o[noma tw/' eJni; Fiswn, ou|to" oJ kuklw'n pa'san th;n gh'n Euilat, ejkei' ou| ejstin to; crusivon: to; de;
crusivon th'" gh'" ejkeivnh" kalovn: kai; ejkei' ejstin oJ a[nqrax kai; oJ livqo" oJ pravsino" (Gen. 2:11–12). The word
a[nqrax was understood to be a red stone in Byzantium. A reference to this stone is found in Theophrastus,
a[nqrax kalouvmeno" . . . ejruqro;n me;n tw/' crwvmati; F. Wimmer, ed., Theophrasti Eresii Opera Omnia, vol. 3
(Leipzig, 1862), 18.

30 Littlewood briefly discusses other kinds of connections made between marble colors and patterns and
the natural world in other Byzantine texts; see “Gardens of Byzantium,” 131 (and his note 21 for more sources).

31 J. Strzygowski published an early survey of pinecone fountains in Byzantine art: “Der Pinienzapfen als
Wasserspeier,” Römische Mitteilungen 18 (1903): 185–206.
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the Gospel books Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 64 (11th century; Fig. 16), Parma, Palatina
Library, cod. 5 (late 11th–early 12th century), and Mount Athos, Dionysiou monastery, cod.
4 (13th century), or the headpiece of the lectionary Mount Athos, Chilandar monastery,
cod. 105 (late 11th–early 12th century; Fig. 17)32 are surmounted by elegant and often
flamboyant fountain constructions, with pinecone spouts and flanked by an array of fanciful
birds and animals, again suggestive of Hyrtakenos’ confection, as well as Byzantine fondness
for landscape and animal motifs.

Historical sources corroborate the existence of similar fountains in imperial and aris-
tocratic gardens in Constantinople and its surroundings. No examination of Byzantine
gardens fails to mention those few references. Constantine VII, in the Vita Basilii (85–86),
describes the Mesokepion in the Great Palace precinct near the Nea Ekklesia built during
the reign of Basil I (867–886). The fountains of the atrium of the Nea are described as
follows in the Vita Basilii:

On the western side, in the very atrium, stand two fountains, the one to the south,
the other to the north. . . . The southern one is made of Egyptian stone which we
are wont to call Roman [porphyry], and is encircled by serpents excellently carved.
In the middle of it rises a perforated pine-cone supported by hollow white
colonnettes disposed in circular dance formation, and these are crowned by an
entablature that extends all round. From all of these [elements] water spouted forth
and inundated the underlying surface of the trough. The fountain to the north is
made of so-called Sagarian stone (which resembles the stone called Ostrites) and it,
too, has a perforated pine-cone of white stone projecting from the center of its
base, while all round the upper rim of the fountain the artist has fashioned cocks,
goats and rams of bronze, and these, by means of pipes, vomit forth jets of water
onto the underlying floor. Also to be seen there are cups, next to which wine used
to spout up from below to quench the thirst of passers by.33

32 This manuscript has been erroneously dated to the late 13th–early 14th century in S. M. Pelekanides et
al., Treasures of Mount Athos (Athens, 1975), 2:393, and more recently in the catalogue for the Mount Athos
exhibition in Thessalonike, Treasures of Mount Athos (Thessalonike, 1997), 247. Instead, Chilandar cod. 105 fits
easily into the early Komnenian period in both its script and ornament. Moreover, it is closely allied with other
abridged middle Byzantine lectionaries such as Florence, Laurentian Library, Med. Palat. cod. 244.

33 Trans. Mango, Art of the Byz. Empire, 194–95.

Pro;" eJspe;ran me;n kai; kat∆ aujta; tou' naou' ta; proauvlia fiavlai duvo eJsthvkasin, hJ me;n pro;"
novton hJ de; pro;" borra'n, . . . w|n hJ me;n pro;" novton ejx Aijguptivou livqou, o}n hJmei'" Rwmai'on levgein
eijwvqamen, e[cei th;n suvstasin. peri; h}n kai; dravkonta" e[stin ijdei'n, ou}" hJ liqoxovo" tevcnh a[rista
diemovrfwsen. h|" mevson me;n kwnoeidh;" kai; diavtrhto" ajnevsthke strovbilo", pevrix de; kionivskoi
leukoi; kai; to; e[ndon uJpovkenoi corou' sch'ma swvzonte" uJfesthvkasi, stefavnhn a[nwqen e[conte"
periqevousan, ajf∆ Œn aJpavntwn krounhdo;n to; u{dwr kata; to; ejmbado;n kai; to;n puqmevna th'" fiavlh"
a[nwqen e[rrei kai; katwvmbrei ta; uJpokeivmena. hJ de; pro;" borra'n ejk tou' Sagarivou legomevnou
livqou, o}" tw/' parav tinwn ∆Ostrivth kaloumevnw/ livqw/ kaqevsthken ejmferhv", ejdevxato th;n kataskeuhvn,
ejk leukou' livqou poluvtrhton strovbilon kai; aujth; kata; to; mevson tou' puqme‰no" proballomevnh
ejxevconta. u{perqen de; kata; th;n peritrevcousan stefavnhn th/' fiavlh/ ejk calkou' tw/' tecnivth/
dietupwvqhsan ajlektruovne" travgoi te kai; krioiv, diav tinwn surivggwn kai; aujtoi; krounou;" uJdavtwn
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Thus the two fountains were located in an enclosed space on the north and south sides, one
porphyry and one marble; both sported a pinecone spout from which water spewed, similar
to that of Hyrtakenos (and given visual reality in the second quarter of the 12th-century
Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos, Mount Sinai, St. Catherine’s monastery, cod. 339, fol.
4v; Fig. 18). Other fountains recounted with lesser detail include the Mystic Fountain of the
Trikonchos palace, which is described as bronze crowned with a silver and gilded cone, and
fountains in the Aretai palace.34

15 Annunciation to Anna. Vatican Library, gr. 1162, fol. 16r
(photo: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)

ejxereugovmenoi kai; oi|on ejxemou'nte" kata; to; th'" fiavlh" uJpokeivmenon e[dafo". e[nqa kai; kuvlike"
oJrw'ntai, peri; a}" tovte oi\no" ajnevbluze kavtwqen, tou;" pariovnta" potivzwn kai; dexiouvmeno".
Theophanes Continuatus, Vita Basilii, 85, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1838), 327 (line 4)–328 (line 2).

34 Strzygowski, “Der Pinienzapfen als Wasserspeier,” 190–91; Gothein, Garden Art, 137–39; Littlewood,
“Gardens of Byzantium,” 147; idem, “Gardens of the Palaces, 31–32; Maguire, “Imperial Gardens,” 182–86; and
idem, “A Description of the Aretai Palace and Its Garden,” Journal of Garden History 10 (1990): 210–11. In the
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poem of John Geometres (translated by Maguire), the presence of fountains is attested, but they are not de-
scribed. The Mystic Fountain is described in Theophanes Continuatus, Vita Theophili, 43, ed. I. Bekker, Bonn ed.
(1838), 141–42 (lines 10–16), trans. Mango, Art of Byz. Empire, 162. A contemporary, and correspondent of
Hyrtakenos, Theodore Metochites, wrote a poem concerning his palace and its gardens. It contains a slight
reference to the presence of fountains spouting water and a beautiful decorated pool. A portion of the garden
grounds was encircled with a path (similar in idea to Anna’s garden?); R. Guilland, “Le Palais de Théodore
Métochite,” REG 35 (1922): 82–95. For an abridged, but more accurate translation of Metochites’ text, see
Mango, Art of the Byz. Empire, 246–47. In addition to Metochites’ poem describing his estate garden, in his
encomium for Nicaea, he may also allude to fountains in his description of a church garden in that city. He
mentions the water in the garden, that which comes from nature and that which comes through artifice. See his
Nikaeuv" in Sathas, MB, 1:147–48; and the recent edition and translation by Foss, Nicaea, 180–181. But he does
not suggest that the fountains or water sources in either of his texts included automata.

16 Canon table. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 64, fol. 4v
(photo: Bibliothèque Nationale de France)
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Although Hyrtakenos’ fountain had an obviously decorative function, he still suggests
that its water irrigated the surrounding plants (maintaining a link to the science of garden-
ing), and it provided a pool in which the fish he describes could swim: “At one point there
was as a landmark a fountain that could both reserve water and gush it forth, occupying the
place of the center, as if setting up to view evenly all the lines flowing from the center
toward the periphery and again rebounding toward the center.”35 However, he reserves his
greatest enthusiasm for the sculptural features of the marble basin at the heart of the foun-
tain (Figs. 11, 12). No simple, smoothly curved bowl was this. Instead, according to Hyrtakenos,
the artist has created an assemblage of bounding lions, leaping leopards, and swaying bears
that are so lifelike they could frighten an onlooker. In addition, carved birds are perched
on the basin and, he alleges, appear to drink from the water. As he rhapsodizes:

35 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:61. In the reconstruction
drawing inspired by Hyrtakenos’ description, the fountain has been positioned in the center with streams of
water running from four sides. This divides the circular garden into four quadrants; the four streams could
suggest the four rivers of paradise (and fit with Hyrtakenos’ paradisiacal allusions); one opening into the garden
is indicated in the drawing according to his stress on the idea of protective enclosure (see Fig. 7).

17 Headpiece. Mt. Athos, Chilandar monastery, cod. 105, fol. 83r
(after Pelekanides et al., Treasures of Mount Athos, 2:269, fig. 417)
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The bounding of lions, the leaping of leopards, and the swaying of bears, as
well as the images of other wild animals that the craftsman had excellently carved,
were so close to moving that the beholder wished he could withdraw somewhere
far away, lest the beasts suddenly leap on him and tear him to pieces.

These very things were on the fountain, around the outside surface. Around
the rim <the craftsman> had shaped and positioned birds as admirable as a myth
would describe the eagle on the scepter of Zeus, to the point that they seemed to
dip their beaks and drink from the water, and would almost fly away, if anyone
approached.36

18 Portrait of Gregory Nazianzos. Mt. Sinai, St. Catherine’s
monastery, cod. 339, fol. 4v (photo: courtesy of the Michi-
gan-Princeton-Alexandria Expedition to Mount Sinai)

36 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:62–63.
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Birds of different species (and one assumes of many hues) fly about the cylinder as they
spread their wings in flight (Figs. 11, 12). But Hyrtakenos does not permit his ekphrasis to
stand on its own eloquence; he compares the artist’s handiwork to Apelles and deprecates his
own poor attempts at description by invoking the eloquence of Demosthenes(!) (“It takes
the eloquence of Demosthenes to describe how well they imitated nature.”)37 Nevertheless,
unidentified, yet underlying his fountain ekphrasis, are any number of other textual and
historical sources. Aside from his literary prowess, Hyrtakenos here suggests his knowledge
of complex mechanical devices invented to entertain and flabbergast that have a long his-
tory, real and fantastical. Hyrtakenos’ fountain is more than a sculptural assemblage; his
account implies that this fountain was an automaton. Although it is unclear from his de-
scription whether the bounding lions, leaping leopards, and swaying bears, which were so
lifelike, were part of a mechanism that caused them to move about, yet the birds conform to
similar descriptions of objects known to be automata. Hyrtakenos’ fountain certainly al-
ludes to a connection with automata, even if implicit rather than explicit in his choice of
descriptive words. The heroine’s garden in the fourteenth-century romance, Byzantine Achilleïs,
includes a fountain with a pool adorned with statues of lions and leopards, with water
spurting from their mouths, breasts, heads, and ears.38

Historical narratives reveal that there were automata in the Great Palace at least in the
ninth and tenth centuries. Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos (913–959), in his Book of
Ceremonies, mentions three automata related to the “throne of Solomon” in the imperial
court. They include trees with singing birds, roaring lions, and moving beasts. The western
ambassador and chronicler Liudprand of Cremona also alludes to automata in the palace
with lions and singing birds in his memoirs of his trip to Constantinople (949):39

In front of the Emperor’s throne was set up a tree of gilded bronze, its branches
filled with birds, likewise made of bronze gilded over, and these emitted cries ap-
propriate to their different species. Now the Emperor’s throne was made in such a

37 Hyperbole of this sort is typically found in Byzantine literature as a technique to emphasize the nature
of the beauty described (human, object, or landscape) and to bring some luster to the author through the
backdoor association with literary luminaries of the past. See R. Beaton, The Medieval Greek Romance, 2d ed.
(London-New York, 1996), 22–29 and 65–69; and Betts, Three Romances, xxviii. The invocation of the famous
Apelles stresses the closeness to nature achieved in this manmade fountain. See also S. Bann, “Zeuxis and Parrhasius,”
in The True Vine: On Visual Representation and the Western Tradition (Cambridge, 1989), 27–40. Bann repeats the
famous passage from Pliny concerning the Greek painter Zeuxis and his “lifelike” painting of grapes (which
could deceive birds) and discusses the tradition of ekphrasis.

38 See D. C. Hesseling, ed., L’Achilléïde Byzantine, Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van
Wetenschappen te Amsterdam, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, 19.3 (Amsterdam, 1919), verses 723–32,
London version, 491–99. This garden also contains a golden plane tree with its foliage full of mechanical singing
birds (verses 739–63, London version, 506–8).

39 G. Brett, “The Automata in the Byzantine ‘Throne of Solomon,’” Speculum 29 (1954): 477–87. J. Trilling
analyzes the use of technology and automata specifically in the middle Byzantine court, “Daedalus and the
Nightingale: Art and Technology in the Myth of the Byzantine Court,” in Maguire, Byz. Court Culture, 221–30.
Trilling emphasizes both the interest in invoking nature through clever artifice and the important demonstra-
tion of Byzantine power through use of automata (impressing and baffling the western ambassador) and other
technological feats.
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cunning manner that at one moment it was down on the ground, while at another
it rose higher and was seen to be up in the air. This throne was of immense size and
was, as it were, guarded by lions, made either of bronze or wood covered with gold,
which struck the ground with their tails and roared with open mouth and quiver-
ing tongue. Leaning on the shoulders of two eunuchs, I was brought into the
Emperor’s presence. As I came up, the lions began to roar and the birds to twitter,
each according to its kind, but I was moved neither by fear nor astonishment. . . .
After I had done obeisance to the Emperor by prostrating myself three times, I
lifted my head, and behold! the man whom I had just seen sitting at a moderate
height from the ground had now changed his vestments and was sitting as high as
the ceiling of the hall. I could not think how this was done, unless perhaps he was
lifted up by some such machine as is used for raising the timbers of a wine-press.40

Several Byzantine chroniclers give evidence for automata at the court of Emperor
Theophilos (829–842) and the destruction of them under his successor, Michael III (842–
867), suggesting that by or during the time of Constantine VII more automata had been
constructed for the palace confines.41 Unfortunately, historical sources contemporary with
Hyrtakenos were apparently silent on this issue. There is more extant evidence of a fascina-
tion with fantastic devices in the Islamic world. For example, ‘Abbāsid palaces in the ninth-
century capital of Samarra may have had automata, and there survives a Muslim account of
the visit of two Byzantine ambassadors to the ‘Abbāsid court in Baghdad (917) that remarks
on their amazement at the sight of a lavish artificial tree with singing birds placed in a
pond.42 Yet it is important to bear in mind that in both cultures such contraptions were

40 J. Becker, ed., Antapodosis (Hannover-Leipzig, 1915), 6, 5, and Mango, trans., Art of the Byz. Empire, 209–
10. See also Beaton, Romance, 74–75, 148, for a discussion of these automata in relation to the romances.

41 Theophanes Continuatus, Vita Michaelis, 21, Bonn ed. (1838), 173 (lines 6–10). For further bibliography
see Littlewood, “Gardens of the Palaces,” 32 n. 139.

42 R. Ettinghausen, “Introduction,” in The Islamic Garden, Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History of
Landscape Architecture 4, ed. R. Ettinghausen and E. B. MacDougall (Washington, D.C., 1976), 3–4.  A succinct
discussion of Islamic automata with useful references is found in Y. Tabbaa, “The Medieval Islamic Garden:
Typology and Hydraulics,” in Garden History: Issues, Approaches, Methods, Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the
History of Landscape Architecture 13, ed. J. Dixon Hunt (Washington, D.C., 1992), 322–29. Tabbaa suggests a
development in Islamic garden design that moves from the use of more fantastical devices, in its early period, to
the more tempered use of hydraulics both to enhance the aesthetics of the design and to produce virtuoso
effects with water (329). See also Littlewood, “Gardens of the Palaces,” 32, with further references to the 10th-
century visit of Byzantine ambassadors to the ‘Abbāsid capital at Baghdad described by the historian Khat.ı̄b al-
Baghdādı̄. The issue of automata in the Byzantine and Islamic realms highlights the complex relationship that
exists between these two cultures in terms of influences in each direction. It has been tempting to surmise that
Byzantine garden design was dependent on Islamic schemes, mostly because more has survived and there are
more extant text descriptions to muster for evidence from the Islamic world. Yet the Islamic court is known to
have purposely imitated Byzantine palaces (why not gardens too?). Barber aptly confronts the problem of
direction of influence between these two cultures in “Reading the Garden,” 2–5; Littlewood also alludes to it in
“Gardens of the Palaces,” 25. For discussions and descriptions of Islamic gardens, see Tabbaa (cited above) and
the essays in The Islamic Garden and Les Jardins de Islam/Islamic Gardens, Proceedings, 2nd International Sympo-
sium on Protection and Restoration of Historical Gardens, International Council of Monuments and Sites, 29
October–4 November 1973, Granada, Spain (Granada, 1976). Literary descriptions of Islamic gardens are col-
lected in M. J. Rubiera, La arquitectura en la literatura árabe (Madrid, 1981).
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based on the same principles devised by engineers of late antiquity such as the first-century
a.d. inventor Heron of Alexandria, who wrote two works, Pneumatika and Peri automatopoietikes,
describing wonderful mechanical devices.43 In 1206 the Artuqid sultan, Nās.ir ad-Dı̄n  Mah.mūd
(1200–1222) ordered a book on automata from his engineer al-Jazar∆, Book of Knowledge of
Mechanical Devices (Kitāb fı̄ Ma‘rifat al-H. iyal al-Handasiya).44 Fourteenth-century illustrated
copies of this text provide delightful images of fanciful devices, which may approximate
their appearance in Byzantium, such as an elephant clock, or a hand-washing device in the
form of a servant pouring water from a pitcher, which is driven by a complicated hydraulic
system.45

Closer to home and more consequential is the insertion of automata into the garden
descriptions of the twelfth- and fourteenth-century romances. For instance, in Hysmine and
Hysminias (1.5–6), Makrembolites portrays a multicolored marble fountain with a gilded
eagle, with wings spread, spurting water from its beak at top, and beneath the eagle a goatherd
milking a goat, a hare washing its chin, and various birds that also spurt water from their
beaks and sing.46 Also from the second half of the twelfth century is the romance by Niketas
Eugenianos, Drosilla and Charikles (1.91–104), containing an analogous albeit more cursory
description of a garden fountain with automata.47 Contemporary with Hyrtakenos, the
romance Belthandros and Chrysantza provides a protracted and lively enumeration of an

43 See W. Schmidt, ed. and trans., Herons von Alexandria: Druckwerke und Automatentheater (Leipzig, 1899).
These Hellenistic texts, known and preserved in Byzantium, had been translated into Arabic by the 10th century.
They are both mentioned in the 10th-century bibliographical compilation by Ibn al-Nadim, Kitab al-Fihrist. In
an English translation of this text, Pneumatika and Peri automatopoietikes are referred to as “Power of  Vapor” and
“Things moving by their own nature,” respectively; see B. Dodge, ed. and trans., The Fihrist of al-Nadim: A Tenth-
Century Survey of Muslim Culture, 2 vols. (New York-London, 1970), 2:642, 672. On the knowledge of Heron’s
treatises in the Arab world, see F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 5 (Leiden, 1974), 151–54.

44 D. R. Hill, The Book of Knowledge of Ingenious Geometry (Mechanical Devices) (Hingham, Mass., 1974). See
also idem, The Book of Ingenious Devices (Kitāb al-H. iyal) (Dordrecht-Boston-London, 1974) for a translation of an
11th-century treatise on automata by Banv Mvsa.

45 R. Ettinghausen, Arab Painting (New York, 1977), 93–95. The image of the elephant clock is from a
manuscript in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 57.51.23. The image of the hand-washing/servant device is
from a manuscript in the Freer Gallery, the Automata of al-Jazar∆, acc. no. 30.75r; see E. Atil, Art of the Arab World
(Washington, D.C., 1975), 110.

46 Schissel, Der byzantinische Garten, 25–28; Littlewood, “Gardens of Byzantium,” 147. The birds
Makrembolites names are a swallow, a peacock, a dove, a turtledove, and a cock. For the description of the
fountain, see R. Hercher, ed., Erotici Scriptores Graeci, vol. 2 (Leipzig, 1858–59), 163.3–164.9. Passages will be
quoted according to Hercher’s text. Another edition of Makrembolites’ romance (with the same book and
chapter divisions) is I. Hilberg, ed., Eustathii Macrembolitae protonobilissimi de Hysmines et Hysminiae amoribus
(Vienna, 1876), 1.5.4–6.

47 Eugenianos states only: “in the middle of the beautiful spring stood a circle of well-hewn statues of
white marble. The statues [ajndriavnte" implies statues of men rather than beasts; Eugenianos may have used the
word ajndriavnte" to avoid repeating the word ajgavlmata in the previous verse] were the works of Pheidias and
the opus of Zeuxis and Praxiteles, men excellent in sculpting statues.” (leukw'n de; petrw'n th'" kalh'" phgh'"
mevson//ajgalmavtwn e{sthken eujxevstwn kuvklo"://oiJ d∆ ajndriavnte" h\san e[rga Feidivou//kai; Zeuvxido" povnhma
kai; Praxitevlou"//ajndrw'n ajrivstwn eij" ajgalmatourgivan.). Conca, De Drosillae et Chariclis Amoribus, 1.100–
104; for the garden in general, 1.77–104 (pp. 35–37) and for the fountain and automata, 1.91–104. See also
Schissel, Der byzantinische Garten, 30.
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automaton fountain observed by Belthandros when he entered Eros’ castle, which featured
a griffin with water spouting from its mouth:

He [Belthandros] then came upon a remarkable fountain whose water was as cold
as snow. The beauty which the fount of the cupids possessed in boundless measure,
I am wholly at a loss to describe. A carved griffin was standing there with extended
wings and its back arched to a level with them. Its tail was bent round to its head. In
its front paws it held a beautiful round basin carved from a precious stone. Water
came from its mouth and flowed into the basin without the smallest drop falling
down to the ground. For some time Belthandros stood contemplating the griffin’s
construction and the strange property of the water. How was the water, which
came from the griffin’s mouth, held in the small basin, which had no aperture at all?
Or did the water change direction to escape? But how could the water flow back
from the basin’s lips? He marveled at where the water went. Suddenly the griffin
stamped away from where it was standing, crossed the river and stood there.48

The author narrates Belthandros’ wonderment at the sight, querying how the water worked
its way from the griffin’s mouth to the basin and back again. Most remarkable was the sudden
escape of the griffin, who crossed the river and stood opposite, a moment in the narra-
tion that may serve to stress the feat of mechanical engineering that enlivened the beast.
The later romance by Meliteniotes, Sophrosyne, similarly portrays an automaton fountain:

In the very middle of this Garden there was a pool of generous width, having little
depth toward the bottom. It was an indescribable structure made with rock crystal
of the most pure whiteness. On the lips of this admirable pool stood a chorus of
numerous birds and animals, also hewn in rock crystal. The mouths of these animals
and birds were opened by some kind of mechanical device. Some were receiving
the streams of water in their feet through some pipes, and were again spitting them
forth through their mouths inside the pool, pouring like a spring.49

Thus the romances indicate that the inclusion of fountain automata was a critical topos
in the ekphraseis of gardens, bolstering the possibility that Hyrtakenos’ construction may
well allude to such fantastic devices. From the resemblances between Hyrtakenos’ descrip-
tion of the fountain in the garden of Anna and those of the literary texts, a context can be
adduced for our author’s literary construction. It proffers mounting evidence that Hyrtakenos
in part relied on romance literature as a means to construe an appropriate environment for
Anna that could only intensify the significance of her lamentable situation. It is also the case
for both Hyrtakenos and the romance authors that allusions to earlier writers further bol-
stered their own positions as they relentlessly demonstrated their erudition, as we have

48 Trans. Betts, Three Romances, 10–11 (verses 295–310). See also Schissel, Der byzantinische Garten, 40–41.
He also analyzes the bath with mechanical devices recounted in Kallimachos and Chrysorroe (33–37) and trans-
lated in Betts, 42–43.

49 Miller, Poème allégorique de Meliténiote, verses 2390–2405.
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noted throughout. Heron of Alexandria provides useful narrations of automata and, in par-
ticular, has apt descriptions of garden fountains with similar features to our text and the
various romances. Heron’s works give detailed information concerning the mechanical
workings of these devices. One is a basin with a bird on its rim as if about to drink, and
other more complex assemblages have birds in trees perhaps singing and with some drink-
ing from the fountain basin. All of these automata bear some similarity to those described in
the later Byzantine texts, particularly Hyrtakenos’ ekphrasis of Anna’s garden (Figs. 19, 20).50

Curiously, but without the mechanical paraphernalia, a headpiece in a fourteenth-century
lectionary, Mount Athos, Dionysiou monastery, cod. 13, fol. 2r (Fig. 21), displays a large
fountain basin with two oversized birds dipping their beaks into the water that may be a
visual reflection of automata-like fountains.

Visualization of fountain automata does not occur in the most likely visual sources for
Hyrtakenos’ garden of Anna: the images of this scene at Daphni (Fig. 1), the two
Kokkinobaphos manuscripts (Fig. 15), and Kariye Camii (Fig. 2) present varying degrees of
complexity in the structures of the garden fountains without mechanical additions. More-
over, the contemporary fountain image at Kariye Camii is the simplest one of them all: it
has a square basin on a base with water flowing from a lion spout into a rectangular basin at
a slightly lower level. Renditions such as these imply that sources from the visual arts did not
play as much of a role in Hyrtakenos’ garden creation as did those from the literary (and
possibly historical) realm.

Hyrtakenos does not end his ekphrasis with the stupendous fountain automaton/
construction in Anna’s garden (Figs. 7, 11, 12). Continuing his narration laden with allusions
in all directions, he describes an assortment of multihued birds flying or singing their sweet
songs in the trees. He names four species: nightingale, parrot, peacock, and swan, but fails to
mention the sparrows of the Protoevangelion. In fact, none of the sources that discuss this

19 Automaton (Heron of Alexandria), reconstruction draw-
ing (after W. Schmidt, Herons von Alexandria: Druckwerke
und Automatentheater [Leipzig, 1899], 1:89, fig. 16)

50 Schmidt, Herons von Alexandria, 1:88–175, 218–21.
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event allude to the sparrows found in that text. The appearance of Anna’s garden is indi-
rectly described in her lament wherein she compares her own barrenness with the fruitful-
ness of her surroundings. Once again, James of Kokkinobaphos does not supply a depiction
of the specific features of her garden, omitting mention of the birds or water present in the
Protoevangelion.51 All of these birds are mentioned in different combinations in earlier garden
descriptions, and some of them, such as the nightingale and peacock, inhabited real Byzan-
tine gardens. For example, Achilles Tatios mentions the parrot, peacock, and swan, and the

51 James of Kokkinobaphos, PG 127:560:

Poluvforo" hJ gh' th;n ajfqonivan dihnekw'" kata; to; so;n ejpikomivzousa provstagma: karpoforou'si
leimw'ne" kai; ta; eujeidh' tw'n futw'n ajnqoforei' blasthvmata, karpovn te kaivrion oJmou' kai; h{diston
probavllontai, kai; th/' tw'n metecovntwn eujcaristiva/ soi; th;n doxologivan ajnafevrousi: touvtwn ejgw;
th'" cavrito" ajmevtoco", ejpei; kai; to; mh; kat∆ ajxivan sunariqmei'sqai touvtoi", dhmiourghvmasiv ge
ou\sin ajgaqovthto" th'" sh'", eJauth;n katayhfivzomai. (“The earth is prolific, because it constantly
brings plenty, according to your command. The gardens bear fruit and the comely offshoots of plants
flower, and they produce most pleasant and timely fruit, and offer praise to you through the gratitude
of those that taste them. I do not partake of their grace, since I am not even worthy of being
numbered among them, the creations of your goodness; I therefore find myself guilty.”)

As noted previously (note 7), James’ text (which has the advantage of surviving in two illustrated versions) is
copying from the earlier homily (III) of George of Nikomedeia, PG 100:1393–1396.

20 Automaton (Heron of Alexandria), reconstruction drawing (after
Schmidt, Herons von Alexandria, 1:93, fig. 17)
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Geoponika (book 14), which discusses the upkeep of domesticated birds, only mentions the
peacock from Hyrtakenos’ group. Hyrtakenos displays some ignorance of parrots and swans,
since he claims that they were singing; his description of them is most likely based on
literary antecedents.52 In a finishing poetic flourish, Hyrtakenos signals the presence of
elegantly arranged flowers: a rose, a lily, violets, narcissus, lotus, hyacinth, and silphium:

The rose emerged delightful, setting the bud ajar. The lily sprang forth sweet, break-
ing through the pregnant womb. The violet frisked splendidly, like an infant bounding
without its swaddling clothes. The beautiful narcissus was twisting with desire. The
“dewy lotus,” as a disciple of Homer might call it, as well as the crocus and the
hyacinth were dancing around elegantly. Silphium was smiling charmingly, admired

52 Peacocks, swans, and parrots are mentioned in Achilles Tatios’ Leukippe and Kleitophon (1.15.7–8, 2d
century ..):

o[rniqe" dev, oiJ me;n ceirohvqei" peri; to; a[lso" ejnevmonto, ou}" ejkolavkeuon aiJ tw'n ajnqrwvpwn trofaiv,
oiJ de; ejleuvqeron e[conte" to; pterovn, peri; ta;" tw'n devndrwn korufa;" e[paizon: oiJ me;n a/[donte" ta;
ojrnivqwn a/[smata, oiJ de; th/' tw'n pterw'n ajglai>zovmenoi stolh/'. oiJ w/jdoi; dev, tevttige" kai; celidovne":
oiJ me;n th;n ∆Hou'" a/[donte" eujnhvn, aiJ de; th;n Threvw" travpezan. oiJ de; ceirohvqei", taw|" [sic] kai;
kuvkno" kai; yittakov": oJ kuvkno" peri; ta;" tw'n uJdavtwn pivdaka" nemovmeno", oJ yittako;" ejn oijkivskw/
peri; devndron kremavmeno", oJ taw|" toi'" a[nqesi perisuvrwn to; pterovn. ajntevlampe de; hJ tw'n ajnqevwn
qeva th/' tw'n ojrnivqwn croia'/ kai; h\n a[nqh pterw'n. (“Birds there were too: some, tame, sought for food
in the grove, pampered and domesticated by the rearing of men; others, wild and on the wing, sported
around the summits of the trees; some chirping their birds’ songs, others brilliant in their gorgeous
plumage. The songsters were grasshoppers and swallows: the former sang of Aurora’s marriage-bed,
the latter of the banquet of Tereus. There were tame birds too, a peacock, a swan, and a parrot; the
swan fed round about the sources of the spring, the parrot was hung in a cage from the branches of a
tree, the peacock spread his tail among the flowers, and there was a kind of rivalry between the
brilliance of the flowers and the hues of the peacock, whose plumage seemed itself to consist of very
flowers.”) S. Gaselee, trans., Achilles Tatius, Loeb (Cambridge, Mass., 1917; repr. 1961), 46–49.

The singing of parrots is described in Digenes Akrites (Escorial, verses 1657–59; see the recent edition and
translation by E. Jeffreys, Digenis Akritis: The Grottaferrata and Escorial Versions, Cambridge Medieval Classics 7
[Cambridge, 1998], 360–61), and Meliteniotes’ Sophrosyne (verse 2517). Lyrical descriptions of preening pea-
cocks, browsing swans, and singing parrots in a garden context are also found in the Grottaferrata version of
Digenes Akrites (6:21–28 and 7:31–41; Jeffreys, Digenis Akritis, 152–55 and 204–5). Schissel, Der byzantinische
Garten, discusses the dependence of Digenes Akrites on Achilles Tatios (10–21), for example: ∆Ornevwn gevnh iJkana;
ejnevmeto tw/' a[lsei, taw'ne" ceirohvqei" te yittakoi; kai; oiJ kuvknoi: oiJ yittakoi; kremwvmenoi ejpi; toi'" klwvnoi"
h/\don, oiJ kuvknoi ejn toi'" u{dasi th;n nomh;n ejpoiou'nto, oiJ taw'ne" ta;" ptevruga" kuklou'nte" eij" ta; a[nqh
ajntevlampon th/' tw'n ajnqw'n ejn tai'" ptevruxi crova/. (“Several kinds of birds lived in the grove—tame peacocks,
parrots and swans; the parrots hung on the branches and sang, the swans browsed for food in the water, the
peacocks paraded their wings among the flowers’ colors in their wings.”) (6.21–26; Jeffreys, 152–53). Sophrosyne
also echoes Achilles Tatios’ romance in imagery and vocabulary. In John Eugenikos’ encomium to a plane tree, he
exaggerates that a parrot and fourteen other species inhabit its foliage (J. F. Boissonade, Anecdota Nova [Paris,
1844; repr. Hildesheim, 1962], 334). Hyrtakenos’ knowledge of swans was probably based on literary sources,
and he may have been misled by passages such as the one in the romance Daphnis and Chloë (2.5.1, usually dated
to the 2d century ..), which describes the voice of Eros in the garden of Philetas: ejntau'qa pavnu kapuro;n
gelavsa" ajfivhsi fwnh;n, oi{an ou[te celidw;n ou[te ajhdw;n ou[te kuvkno", oJmoivw" ejmoi; gevrwn genovmeno". (“At
this point he laughed loudly and made an utterance which was neither like a swallow, nor like a nightingale, nor
like a swan becoming as old as myself.”) Swans sing once, just before they die. Hercher, Erotici Scriptores Graeci,
1:265.1–2.
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more than others. The Beauties were laughing, the Delights were leaping, the Muses
were chanting, the Nymphs were accompanying their song with the lyre; “nor did
they lack aught of the beauteous lyre that Apollo held,” “while the player struck the
chords in prelude to his sweet lay.”53

Personified, symbolic, and studiously connected to classical predecessors, they intensify the
luxuriant disposition of the garden and how the individual confined inside would experi-
ence it.54

Struggling mightily, Hyrtakenos finally returns to the crucial focus of the narrative,
Anna and her annunciation. He proclaims as he synopsizes:

53 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:66–67.
54 A 12th-century anonymous work analyzes individual trees and plants according to their symbolic and

virtuous nature; see M. H. Thomson, ed. and trans., The Symbolic Garden: Reflections Drawn from a Garden of Virtues,
a Twelfth Century Manuscript (North York, Ont., 1989), 16–126. The rose is the most popular flower in garden
descriptions, and the lily, violet, narcissus, and hyacinth are also frequently enumerated. The Geoponika (10.1.3)
advises gardeners to plant roses, lilies, violets, and crocuses among the trees because of their appearance, smell,
and usefulness, as well as because they are income producing and beneficial to bees.

21 Headpiece. Mt. Athos, Dionysiou monastery, cod. 13, fol. 2r (after Pelekanides et
al., Treasures of Mount Athos, 1:64, fig. 39)
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Why should one enumerate the olive groves and the vineyards, the laurel and myrtle
groves, the beds of the plants, the appearance of cultivated trees, the attributes and
qualities of the fruits, as well as their beauty and magnitude, the bursting of trans-
parent springs and the bubbling up of the sweetest waters, the clear songs of birds
that are not inferior to the charms of music, and the other things, each one of
which is worth talking about and narrating, <why should one> spend time de-
scribing them? Especially since they did not offer the slightest consolation to Anna,
though they were so lovely and wonderful. For, once a soul has experienced sad
ideas and is brought down by grief, it does not easily want to look up nor to change
mood. Rather, like a ship dipped in a billow and sunk by an influx of waves one
after the other, it cannot shake free and rise from the surface. In any case, she was
not well disposed toward anything pleasant. But, whence she might <derive> some
repose, therefrom she rather stored up burdens of misfortune, and anything sweet
she deemed as “good for nothing.”55

In other words, as Hyrtakenos elaborates further, the wonders, sights, and smells of this
luscious paradise are all lost on Anna (as is Hyrtakenos’ rhetorical prowess), so absorbed was
she in her lament with which the description began. Amidst this fertile environment, Anna’s
barren state is all the more evident. But, all is not lost, in fact, because it is within the sensual
potency of this setting that Anna symbolically re-loses her virginity. For the Archangel
Gabriel (“who knows how to release the fetters of barrenness”) appears to Anna and trig-
gers her conception of the Virgin; the hapless Joachim, brooding in the wilderness, contrib-
utes little to this desired event.

Within his ekphrasis on the garden of Anna, Hyrtakenos constructs multiple layers of
meaning in his narrative. The story of Anna herself is simple enough; he leads the reader
into her lamentation and exits through her annunciation and conception. The garden de-
scription, however, functions in a variety of ways for the audience by providing a highly
charged context for an important religious moment. Hyrtakenos founds his ekphrasis on
the modest narrative in the Protoevangelion of James, but he broadens its scope through the
vivid presence of the garden and through the orchestrated erection of literary allusions,
ancient and Byzantine. The idea of paravdeiso", of course, goes back to the original para-
dise, the garden of Eden (“Then the Lord God planted a garden in Eden away to the east,
and there he put the man whom he formed. The Lord God made trees spring from the
ground, all trees pleasant to look at and good for food; and in the middle of the garden he
set the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.” Genesis 2:8–9), which
Hyrtakenos does not fail to mention in his text, “But whence had the transplanting of those
unwithering plants come? Whence the water of the leaping springs? Clearly, indeed, from
Eden and the Euphrates [one of the four rivers of Eden].”56

Similarly, Eden and the Euphrates are invoked in the early romance Digenes Akrites in
book seven:

55 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:68.
56 Ibid., 3:67.
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after he had bravely subdued all the frontiers,
capturing very many cities and rebellious districts,
chose to settle close to the Euphrates.
This river was the loveliest of all,
with its source in the great Paradise itself;
because of this it has a most fragrant sweetness,
and a coldness from recently melted snow.
Channelling water from this river,
he planted another delightful pleasure garden there,
a remarkable grove, truly a good sight for the eyes.
There was a wall around the grove, high enough,
with four sides of smoothed marble.57

Hyrtakenos’ text, like many with romantic pretensions, also implies an association with
the Song of Songs. The garden plays a familiar role in this biblical text, full of fervent
fertility with its flowers, fruit trees, and singing birds. It is the paradigm for the enclosed
garden of the romances, of Anna, and of the Virgin (“My sister, my bride, is a garden close-
locked, a garden close-locked, a fountain sealed.” [Kh'po" kekleismevno" ajdelfhv mou nuvmfh,
kh'po" kekleismevno", phgh; ejsfragismevnh, 4:12]). In the West, late medieval (ca. 1400)
Virgin iconography developed an image of the Annunciation to the Virgin that positioned
her in an enclosed or walled garden with flowers (lilies, violets, and roses), often with a
fountain, based on the words of the Song of Songs.58 The imagery clearly reflects the type
of depictions, verbal or visual, that in Byzantium were associated with Anna (Figs. 1, 2, 15).
In contrast, the Byzantine Annunciation to the Virgin does not evolve into a popular por-
trayal of her in an enclosed garden with a fountain. Instead, she is usually depicted in front
of an architectural structure as the Archangel Gabriel approaches. Nevertheless, garden im-
agery does appear in the Virgin annunciation scenes to varying degrees, as for example, in
the famous Annunciation icon at the monastery of St. Catherine’s, Mount Sinai (Fig. 22).
Trees, flowers, and birds with their wings spread or perched in the trees enhance the event
and underscore the relationship of her annunciation with the fecund period of spring. Even
enclosures and fountains or wells are included in some instances, but as part of the back-
ground, not as a confining space for the Virgin.59 Aside from its obvious metaphorical

57 Jeffreys, Digenis Akritis, 7.5–16, 202–3.
58 There is a body of literature from western medievalists on this topic, including D. M. Robb, “The

Iconography of the Annunciation in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries,” Art Bulletin 18 (1936): 480–526;
B. E. Daley, “The ‘Closed Garden’ and the ‘Sealed Garden’: Song of Songs 4:12 in the Late Medieval Iconogra-
phy of Mary,” in Medieval Gardens, ed. E. B. MacDougall (Washington, D.C., 1986), 253–78; D. Pearsall, “Gardens
as Symbols and Setting in Late Medieval Poetry,” ibid., 237–51; M. Stokstad, “The Garden as Art,” ibid., 179–82,
and her Gardens of the Middle Ages (Lawrence, Kans., 1983), 21–23.

59 For a useful summary of Byzantine Annunciation iconography and its relationship to ekphrasis, see
H. Maguire, Art and Eloquence in Byzantium (Princeton, N.J., 1981), 42–52. Maguire analyzes different versions
of the Annunciation in conjunction with textual sources that use metaphorical description to connect the
Virgin to the idea of renewal and fertility. Near in time to Hyrtakenos, Isidore, archbishop of Thessalonike, uses
an ekphrasis of spring in his Sermo in annuntiationem Beatœ Virginis Mariœ (Sermon III), PG 139:112.
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intent, all of this seasonal simulation is appropriate for the Annunciation to the Virgin, a feast
day celebrated in spring (25 March).

It is useful to remember that the Annunciation to Anna was celebrated on 9 December,
not a time of year associated with either fertility or renewal. It becomes imperative, then, to
fabricate a most fruitful garden as a counterpoint to that seasonal dilemma, again to enhance
the significance of this event. Accordingly, aside from its calculated proximity to topoi in the
Virgin’s Annunciation, Hyrtakenos’ overabundant garden representation contrives to situate
Anna in an unmistakable equivalence to her daughter. From the Protoevangelion of James to
the Description of the Garden of Anna, the texts expanding the narrative of the life of the
Virgin strive to increase her purity and holiness. Her virginity at the conception of Christ
is declared in the canonical Gospel texts, but her status is heightened through the escalation

22 Mount Sinai, St. Catherine’s monastery, Annunciation icon
(photo: courtesy of the Michigan-Princeton-Alexandria
Expedition to Mount Sinai)
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of her mother’s status. Her un-virgin mother whose womb God has shut up dons her bridal
garments and becomes like a virgin again; she too can partake of a divine intervention that
insures a pristine conception of the Virgin. A further reference to virginity may be found in
the pinecone spout with its seven orifices at the top of the fountain. Byzantine writers
attached meaning to the number seven, referring to it as ajmhvtwr (without a mother) and
parqevno" (virgin) because it is the only single-digit number that can be neither divided by
nor divide another single-digit number. Hyrtakenos’ descriptive detail may have been a
subtle, but deliberate, attempt to enhance Anna’s status for her virginlike conception of her
daughter.60

Therefore, another one of the multiple layers of meaning in Hyrtakenos’ ekphrasis is
intertwined with romance literature. We come back to that very daunting circular barrier
that encloses Anna’s garden (Figs. 7, 9). With the circles of trees, it seems a particularly
potent protective construct, and its presence aligns itself with the many enclosures found in
the Byzantine romances and ancient literature. As A. R. Littlewood and C. Barber have
pointed out, in the romances the garden is a metaphor for woman; she is sequestered se-
curely behind its walls.61 In Hysmine and Hysminias and Kallimachos and Chrysorroe, for ex-
ample, the heroines await their lovers in an enclosed garden. The walls of the gardens, at least
for Hysmine, stand for her virginity, yet the abundant plant life refers to the heroine’s fertil-
ity and ability to reproduce.62 Likewise, within his version of the apocryphal narrative,

60 For a discussion of the symbolism of the number seven, see Hunger, Die hochsprachliche Profane Literatur,
2:223, and below, Appendix 1, note 9, for further explication of this symbolism.

61 Littlewood, “Romantic Paradises,” 103–7, and Barber, “Reading the Garden,” 14–19. This metaphor was
already established in ancient literature and was familiar to the Byzantines. For instance, in his commentary on
the Odyssey, Bishop Eustathios of Thessalonike (12th century) remarked (in his annotation of the description of
the archetypal literary garden of Alkinoos) that o}" dh; kh'po" metalhfqei;" uJpo; kwmikou' skw'mma ejpoivhse.
gunai'ka gavr ti" maniovkhpon ei\pe, th;n memhnui'an peri; mivxei". kh'pon ejkei'no" uJpoqevmeno" ei\nai, to; para;
Lukovfroni ejpeivsion. (“This garden, interpreted in another sense by a comic poet, was turned into a gibe.
Because someone called a woman who is mad [with desire] to have sexual intercourse ‘a mad garden’. He
suggested that a garden is what Lycophron calls epeision [pudenda muliebria].”): Scholium on Odyssey, 7.129, in
Eustathii Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem et Odysseam (Hildesheim-New York, 1970), 265, lines 37–40.

62 Romances in western medieval literature invoke analogous topoi in their utilization of the garden. In
Chrétien de Troyes’ Erec and Enide (ca. 1180), one episode concerns a knight and his mistress who are imprisoned
(through a rash lover’s promise) in a garden enclosed by walls of air (D. Gilbert, trans., Erec and Enide [Berkeley,
Calif., 1992], 204–35, verses 5348–6384). The Roman de la Rose (Guillaume de Lorris, 1230) presents a dream
vision garden that displays many similarities in its description to those of the Byzantine romances. The hero’s
garden is enclosed with a high crenellated wall and contains so many fruit trees that they cannot be enumerated,
as well as the requisite fountains. He effuses: “Then I entered into the garden, without saying another word, by
the door that Idleness had opened for me, and, when I was inside, I was happy and gay and full of joy. Believe me,
I thought that I was truly in an earthly paradise. So delightful was the place that it seemed to belong to the world
of the spirit, for, as it seemed to me then, there was no paradise where existence was so good as it was in the
garden which so pleased me. There were many singing birds, collected together, throughout the whole garden”
(C. Dahlberg, trans., The Romance of the Rose, 3d ed. [Princeton, N.J., 1995], 39, verses 631–60). The hero then
proceeds to fall in love with the rose contained within the lush garden. Many thanks to Barbara K. Altmann for
her helpful discussion of French medieval literature and bibliographic citations. A 12th-century treatise on Love,
De arte honesta amandi by Andreas Capellanus, recounts a garden with every variety of fruitful tree where a
nobleman wishes to make love to a lady. This garden is very similar to Hyrtakenos’ in its scheme: it is circular and
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Hyrtakenos has engineered an enclosure for Anna, in the same vein, that simultaneously
suggests a heroine-as-virgin role and provides the agency for her pregnancy by divine inter-
vention (or by the gardener/male). His use of the staunch barrier only augments her claim
to an undefiled conception and is a necessary construct in her case, unlike that of her
daughter (who really does not need to be in an enclosure for the conception of Christ). His
dependency on topoi associated with the romance heroine indicates that the Description of the
Garden of Anna was itself conceived as a mini-romance despite its religious underpinning.

Like Hyrtakenos, however, we too digress. It is necessary to return to the issue of the
garden itself. Peeling back Hyrtakenos’ metaphorical approach to the narrative of Anna, his
many allusions to classical and Byzantine texts, and patent delight in the pictorial aspects of
the garden he describes, it remains to determine how aptly he has re-created a Byzantine
garden for his audience (to return to the question, is it real or is it imaginary?). It will be
remembered that he makes a point to invoke science as well as the art of gardening (“One
could consider those the artifacts and gifts of diligence and agriculture”).63 This is a garden
created by following understood, but not delineated, rules such as the manufacture and use
of topiaries, the insistence that the trees and flowers be evenly spaced in their planting
according to species, the needed hydraulics for watering (in this case through the automa-
ton fountain), and the enclosing wall. Hyrtakenos gives us enough data to suggest a scheme
for the garden (Figs. 7, 8, 10, 11), but not the specific measurements or even a sense of scale.
The limited references to the science of gardening may be based on Hyrtakenos’ practical
knowledge of the topic, which can be gleaned from treatises such as the Geoponika or even
literary sources such as the anonymous twelfth-century text concerning a symbolic garden,
which specifies many of the features found in Hyrtakenos’ description, including the need
for a “safe fence.”64 The few extant historical sources also convey a picture of what Hyrtakenos
may have been familiar with in terms of actual gardens in Constantinople or its surround-
ings; his social contacts indicate that he would have had access to the estates and gardens of
the upper classes. In addition, evidence from his correspondence reveals that Hyrtakenos
owned a grove with fig trees and he sent gifts of pomegranates to Emperor Andronikos III,

concentric in plan and organization and has at its center singing birds and a spring full of fish. See P. F. Watson,
The Garden of Love in Tuscan Art of the Early Renaissance (Philadelphia, 1979), 28. The rise of popular romances in
the West and the use of the enclosed garden as a major theme may have influenced the later development of a
new iconography of the Virgin which depicts her in an enclosed garden similar to the situation in Byzantium
with regard to Hyrtakenos’ Description of the Garden of Anna. Interesting analogies may also be made with the
Renaissance text Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Venice, 1499) and its garden descriptions. Thanks to Barbara Lynn-
Davis for useful discussion on this text. See F. Colonna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, repr. of 1499 Venice edition
published by Aldus Manutius (New York, 1976). In addition, the text by Meliteniotes, Sophrosyne, is also very
rich in its garden descriptions and in its similarities to western romances such as the Roman de la Rose. We intend
to pursue our analysis of Hyrtakenos and Meliteniotes in a future publication. See J. V. Fleming, The Roman de
la Rose: A Study in Allegory and Iconography (Princeton, N.J., 1969), and K. Brownlee and S. Huot, eds., Rethinking
the Romance of the Rose: Text, Image, Reception (Philadelphia, 1992).

63 ∆All∆ ejkei'na me;n i[sw" a[n ti" ejpimeleiva" kai; gewrgiva" ei\pe tecnavsmata kai; dwrhvmata:   [Ekfrasi"
eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:66.

64 Thomson, The Symbolic Garden, 16–31.
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which suggests that he had some pragmatic familiarity with gardens or at least with or-
chards.65 Yet, although his personal experience of real gardens may have influenced his
description, the inclusion of obvious references to textual sources, whether scientific or not,
thwarts our current efforts to extract a precise representation of gardens in this culture.

If Hyrtakenos’ garden does not reflect a fixed image of this medium, it leads us to the
other part of the conundrum in this text: is it an ekphrasis of an actual painting of the
Annunciation to Anna as Hunger claimed? It has been demonstrated here that comparison
of Hyrtakenos’ description to extant images indicates that the textual visualization corre-
sponds to them only in the most generalized manner. In fact, the text is more elaborate and
allows the audience to imagine the specific scheme of Anna’s garden that transcends the
lush but constrained renditions in material culture. True, there may have been more paint-
ings in churches and manuscripts than have survived; seven churches dedicated to Anna are
known to have existed in Constantinople at one time. Unfortunately, we have no indication
of their decoration, and it is unlikely that our text reproduces the one (now lost) exquisitely
detailed representation in the visual arts.66 Moreover, our analysis of Hyrtakenos’ text has
underscored his practice of mimesis, his unabashed use of previous sources, religious or
romantic, to produce his description. His use of identifiable rhetorical devices, as a testament
to his status as a literatus, also distances his text from an actual work of art. Through his
clever use of words, he pictorializes an event, its garden context, and its emotional impact in
order to move his audience, of whom he is quite aware, as he makes clear at the end of his
piece:  “However we, oh you who are present, should now end the description” (hJmi`n d∆, w\
parovnte", ajnapaustevon h[dh th;n e[kfrasin).67

In conclusion, Hyrtakenos’ Description of the Garden of St. Anna offers a complex com-
bination of affectations that encompass pointed references to other texts, reflections of
gardens in literature and in Constantinople and its surroundings, and even allusions to visual
images that may have been known to him. It is, most of all, an artifice, a work of art unto
itself, transcending any specific connection to the real.68 Hyrtakenos achieves for his audi-
ence the entire panoply of emotions that his set piece evokes as he builds on every one of

65 A. Karpozilos, “Realia in Byzantine Epistolography XIII–XV c.,” BZ 88 (1995): 75. Hyrtakenos sent the
pomegranates along with his expressions of hope for an heir. In a letter to the imperial protopsaltes, he requested
a gall-insect (o[lunqo"), which inhabits wild fig trees, so that he could produce more fertile fig trees in his own
garden.

66 R. Janin, La géographie ecclésiastique de l’Empire byzantin, I: Le siège de Constantinople et le patriarcat oecuménique,
3: Les églises et les monastères (Paris, 1953), 39–42. J. Lafontaine-Dosogne has analyzed the iconography of the
Virgin in surviving pictorial cycles, including the image of the Annunciation of Anna: Iconographie de l’Enfance
de la Vierge dans l’Empire byzantin et en Occident (Brussels, 1964), 68–76, and “Iconography of the Cycle of the
Life of the Virgin,” in The Kariye Djami, vol. 4, ed. P. Underwood (Princeton, N.J., 1975), 161–94.

67 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh" in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:70. For a recent discussion
of ekphrasis and art in Byzantium, see L. James and R. Webb, “‘To Understand Ultimate Things and Enter Secret
Places’: Ekphrasis and Art in Byzantium,” Art History 14 (1991): 9–17. James and Webb separate ekphrasis as
aesthetic description from its rhetorical and spiritual function in this society. They argue against it as a realistic
re-creation of a work of art (“We have tried to show how they [ekphraseis] are indeed largely irrelevant to a
reconstruction of the material appearance of art,” 13).

68 See R. Beaton’s pertinent discussion on artifice in literature, Romance, 65–69.
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the senses. Foremost is “the hook of delight” that his imaginary garden creates for his
audience/reader:

Moreover, there were some things <in the garden> that enslaved the senses of the
body. One captured vision. Another, by tickling hearing, made the listener hang
upon his ears. Yet another weakened smell by remembrance alone. A fourth one
hardly suggested itself to taste and the hook of delight seized the chest. As for the
sense of touch, even before experiencing the smoothness <of the fruits and flowers
of the garden>, one’s capacity to touch was weakened. Thus one was overcome
from all sides, even if he struggled very hard to resist. He was overthrown not only
with regard to <his senses>, but also with regard to the powers of the soul.69

Indeed, does the imagination need anything other than Hyrtakenos’ verbal images to re-
create this vivid picture of a garden?

University of Oregon and Berkeley, California

69 “Ekfrasi" eij" to;n paravdeison th'" aJgiva" “Annh", in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:66. The appeal to the senses
is a theme of the garden descriptions of the romances and is also included in the anonymous 12th-century
treatise (Thomson, The Symbolic Garden, 18–19).
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Appendix 1

Theodore Hyrtakenos, Description of the Garden of St. Anna, the Mother of the Mother
of God [AnecGr, 3:59–70]

Nazareth is a town of Judea; Anna was dwelling1 in the town. The town was the
homeland of the Mother of God, formerly undistinguished and unimportant, but later
distinguished and extremely important. For there Gabriel brought to the Virgin the glad
tidings of the conception without seed, because it was, indeed, it was necessary that the
birth of Christ by his mother be devised anew without a father, as <his birth> by his father
was without a mother.2 However, Joachim (for he was the father of the maiden), due to the
divine tribulation of childlessness that had been inflicted upon him, as was already [60]
mentioned,3 considered even mingling with men as a major point of shame. And indeed, he
was living together with wild animals in the thickets of the mountains. As for Anna the
mother (but why should I put in words how utterly distressed she also was, when I can
describe it in deeds?), she paid no attention to any of her household <affairs>, but aban-
doned everything because <she considered it> treacherous and responsible for her barren-
ness. She only frequented one of the neighboring estates (this estate was a garden) and
conversed with God in solitude. What kind of garden this was, blooming with how many
and what kind of goods, my words will proceed to describe.

<The garden> had a surrounding wall in the shape of a ring; the shape of a ring is
circular.4 A double frieze was raised upon the surrounding wall, soaring aloft high in the air.
And each was a beautiful ornament for the other, encircling the garden in safety. One, <the
frieze>, was put together with the stonecutter’s craft, so that neither the clever thief could
indulge in theft, nor the one who enslaves his eyes to love could burn into carnal fire
because of curious looks <into the garden>. Rid of all disturbances, it gave its mistress

1 parw/vkei. The verb paroikevw in patristic texts often refers to man’s temporary sojourn in this life. See
G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford, 1961–68), s.v. paroikevw.

2 In other words, Christ was born as man by the Virgin without a father. He was also born as God by the
Father without a mother.

3 Here Hyrtakenos refers to the contents of his encomium for the birthplace of the Virgin. See Boissonade,
AnecGr, 3:18.

4 Perivbolo" h\n ejkeivnw/ sch'ma fevrwn sfendovnh": th/' sfendovnh/ to; sch'ma periferev". The word sfendovnh
is translated as “sling” and periferh;" as “revolving; rounded or curved” in H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, Greek-
English Lexicon, with a Supplement (Oxford, 1968). However, the Souda, as well as other Byzantine dictionaries
that include entries from the same tradition, interpret these two words as follows: sfendovnh: tou' daktulivou hJ
perifevreia and periferev": kuvklw/, strogguvlon. See A. Adler, Suidae Lexicon, 5 vols. (Leipzig, 1928–38; repr.
Stuttgart, 1967–71), s.v. sfendovnh and periferev". Moreover, the only other time when Hyrtakenos uses sfendovnh
is in his encomium for St. Aninas, where the word refers to the ring of Gyges (Boissonade, AnecGr, 2:428: i{n∆
o{per oJ mu'qo" tw/' Guvgh th/' strofh/' th'" sfendovnh" ajpecarivsato). There can be no doubt that Hyrtakenos
understands the shape of the garden as that of a ring, that is, circular, which concurs with his description of the
position of the garden’s fountain further in the text. Makrembolites (1.5.1) used many of the same words in
order to describe a circular fountain: Frevar wJsei; phvcei" wjrwvrukto tevttara": sfendovnh to; sch'ma tou' frevato":
kionoeidh;" aujlo;" peri; to; mesaivtaton kevntrou lovgon ejpevcwn pro;" to; tou' frevato" kuvklwma. See also
below, note 8.
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freedom to converse with God, whom she desired, raising her mind <to him> without
distraction. The other, <the wall>, was enwreathed with a chorus of cypresses. The trees
were sufficiently stripped of stems in their trunks, and from there grew straight [61], so that
they shot up in an upright foliage shaped like a cone, and were so well pushed up and were
held in check in such a way, that one would think he was looking at well-girded maidens
stretching their hands to one another reciprocally and setting up a noble and harmonious
dance.5 Both knowledge and craft had gathered together, and each vied emulously to bring
forward its own good offices to <these maidens>: <craft> by competently burying <their>
roots in a certain way according to the rules of gardening, and by requiring as much dili-
gence as craft needs caution; knowledge by measuring <the intervals> between each other
so that they could not meet, since they were parallel,6 and so that the intermediate space be
neither too much nor too little, avoiding both too long and too short a distance.

At one point there was as a landmark7 a fountain that could both reserve water and
gush it forth, occupying the place of the center,8 as if setting up to view evenly all the lines
flowing from the center toward the periphery and again rebounding toward the center. The
bowl <of the fountain> was hewn in light green stone. [62] In the middle of the bowl an
upright cylinder was soaring aloft. A cone was posted upon the cylinder like a head on a
neck, pierced with as many holes as there are on a head, three plus four.9 From the holes

5 This simile is obviously inspired by a myth recorded in the Geoponika, 11.4. 1–2. See above in article,
note 17. Cf. Makrembolites 1.4.4: ejfaplou'si tou;" klavdou" wJ" cei'ra" kai; w{sper coro;n susthsavmena
katorofou'si to;n kh'pon. For the branches of trees likened to stretched arms, see A. R. Littlewood, The
Progymnasmata of Ioannes Geometres (Amsterdam, 1972), 55 n. 11.29.

6 Cf. Boissonade, AnecGr, 2:418 n. 3.
7 ∆Ef∆ eJniv ge mevntoi shmeivw/, uJdrodovkh kai; uJdrocovh fiavlh ti" h\n to; shmei'on. Paronomasia with hom-

onyms. Hyrtakenos is playing with the multiple meaning of t2he word shmei'on, “point” in geometry and “sign,”
“portent,” “token,” “landmark,” etc. in other contexts. The remainder of this period contains a number of other
geometrical terms as well.

8 . . . uJdrodovkh kai; uJdrocovh fiavlh ti" h\n to; shmei'on, lovgon e[cousa kevntrou, pavsa" ejpivsh" oJra'/n
ejpisthvsasa w{sper ajpo; kevntrou pro;" kuvklon rui>skomevna" gramma;" kai; pavlin pro;" to; kevntron
ajnaklwmevna". Cf. Makrembolites 1.5.1 (quoted above in App. 1, note 4). In another text, Hyrtakenos describes
the rays of the sun in similar words: h] mh; ajkti'ne" hJliakai; ejkei'qen ejkdiskeuovmenai kajkei'se pavlin
ajnaklwvmenai, h] kai; pro;" kuvklon ajpo; kevntrou grammai; rui>skovmenai kai; pro;" to; kevntron au\qi"
ejpanakavmptousai (Boissonade, AnecGr, 1:252).

9 Seven all together, as there are two ears, two eyes, two nostrils, and a mouth. The idea that the number
seven corresponds to the openings of the human head is expressed in the work of Anatolius, Peri; dekavdo" kai;
tw'n ejnto;" aujth'" ajriqmw'n (ed. J. L. Heiberg, Annales internationales d’histoire, 5th section, Histoire des sciences
[Paris, 1900], 27–41; French translation by P. Tannery, ibid., 42–57 = Mémoires scientifiques 3 [1915]: 12–28), p. 36.
Hyrtakenos is aware of the mystical significance of this number, as is evident from a passage in his encomium for
the birthplace of the Virgin Mary (Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:43–44): mustiko;" ga;r a[nwqen oJ eJpta; kai; septo;"
prosmarturei'tai kai; tivmio", ei[ te tw'n eJpta; pareilhfwv" ge carismavtwn tou'to tou' pneuvmato", ei[ te tw/' th;n
triavda kai; tetravda oiJ ejnqewrei'sqai kai; tw/' dhmiourgw/' th;n dhmiourgivan sunavptein, ei[toun tw/' parqevno"
ei\nai kai; kaqarov", ei[ te kai; dia; lovgou" a[llou" ou}" aujto; to; pneu'ma movnon ejpivstatai. (“For seven is a
mystical number from above and is confirmed as reverenced and worthy of honor, having received this <qual-
ity> either because of the seven endowments of the Holy Ghost [Is. 9:2], or because both three and four can be
observed in it joining the creation with the creator, or because it is a virgin and pure number, or even for other
reasons that the Spirit alone is aware of”). Anatolius (ibid., p. 35) cites the Pythagoreans for calling number seven
ajmhvtwr (“motherless”) and parqevno" (“virgin”), because it is the only one-digit number that can neither
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darted up as many jets of water as there are veins. Rather, they flowed as if <they were>
streams of tears <flowing> from eyes, for craft had wrought the holes in such exact likeness
to eyes. Compared to these, what were the tears of Niobe, which were not tokens of
pleasure and gladness, but rather proof of suffering and mourning?10 And if Niobe changed
into stone, one could suppose, or, rather say, seeing it, that the tears of joy and delight that
were streaming down from all sides turned the stone into a human being, for the fountain
received the showers with such fondness that, whatever it embraced in pleasure, it then with
great enjoyment drew off to the plants for irrigation.

The bounding of lions, the leaping of leopards, and the swaying of bears, as well as the
images of other wild animals that the craftsman had excellently carved, were so close to
moving that the beholder wished he could withdraw somewhere far away, lest the beasts
[63] suddenly leap on him and tear him to pieces.

These very things were on the fountain, around the outside surface. Around the rim
<the craftsman> had shaped and positioned birds as admirable as a myth would describe the
eagle on the scepter of Zeus,11 to the point that they seemed to dip their beaks and drink
from the water, and would almost fly away, if anyone approached.

It was possible to perceive the cone as an ornament upon an ornament, and as being to
the fountain what the fountain was to the garden. For it was hewn in porphyry, while the
tube was constructed from a different, gleaming12 stone, so that the creation and position of
everything appeared there in small scale, since purple was at the top, bright green at the
bottom, and in between them both there was linen-color.13

Moreover, various species of birds sculptured on the tube were as if swimming through
the air, delightfully spreading their wings and flying around, here and there. In addition,

divide nor be divided by any other one-digit number. The origin of arithmology is neoplatonic, based on Plato’s
Timaeus and the Pythagoreans, while Christian writers also adopted it (see Hunger, Die hochsprachliche Profane
Literatur, 2:223; also Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:43–44 nn. 3–5 and 1–3, respectively). Hyrtakenos’ familiarity with
arithmology is also evident in his letters, published by F. J. G. La Porte-Du Theil in Notices et extraits des manuscrits
de la Bibliothèque Nationale, vol. 5 (Paris, 1798), 709–44, and vol. 6 (Paris, 1800), 1–48; see 5:742 (letter 26); 6:36
(letter 75); ibid., 41 (letter 83); ibid., 44 (letter 88).

10 For a passage by Hyrtakenos likening the tears of Niobe to jets of water gushing forth from a tube, see
Boissonade, AnecGr, 1:266. Niobe is mentioned again ibid., 278.

11 An eagle adorns the fountain in Makrembolites 1.5.2 and Eugenianos, 95–97.
12 ajf∆ eJtevrou livqou glaukivzonto".
13 ajmfoi'n de; mesavzonto" tou' bussivzonto". The color of the stone used for the tube is therefore de-

scribed both as glaukivzon and as bussivzon. Glaukov" is translated as “gleaming” (without any notion of color)
and as “bluish green,” “light green,” or “gray.” Buvssino" means both “purple” and “linen color.” One can
therefore understand the color of the tube as gleaming flaxen, in other words golden. The symbolism of green,
golden, and purple as “the creation and position of everything” is obscure. The creation of the world, even in
Christian writers, is traditionally viewed as the mixture not of three, but of four elements: fire, water, wind, and
earth. As for the colors symbolizing each of these elements, see, for example, Pseudo-Basil the Great, Commentarius
in Isaiam prophetam, 3.129.21, PG 30:328: buvsso" me;n ga;r ajnti; th'" gh'", hJ de; uJavkinqo" ajnti; tou' ajevro", kai;
porfuvra ajnti; tou' u{dato", kai; to; kovkkinon ajnti; tou' purov" (“flaxen for earth, blue for air, purple for water,
and red for fire”). The above, however, does not correspond with the symbolism of the fountain in Hyrtakenos,
where it is conceivably inspired by the Septuagint (Gen. 2:11–13) and refers to one of the rivers of paradise. See
above in article, note 29.
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somewhere there the fish, unable to swim in the tube, were swimming steered by their tails,
unpredictable in their restlessness,14 jumping about in the artificial sea. For where further
could they go, since porphyry, being aether, was threatening to enflame anything that might
touch it? [64] The craftsman had decked out <the birds15> with such precision, as if he were
a second Apelles. It takes the eloquence of Demosthenes to describe how well they imitated
<nature>.

Immediately after the chorus of cypresses there were several other choruses of all
kinds of trees, winding around <the garden> in turns, neither indiscriminately, nor in utter
confusion, nor mingling the different species; and none whatsoever was barren or even
declining with regard to its edible efficacy, or did not offer fruit surpassing all others of the
same nature by being greatly superior. But each <chorus> was neatly arranged according to
its kind and species, and knew how to differ from the others in only one thing: <the chorus
situated> further behind was more elevated, while the one on the inner side would always
be somewhat lower, so that it allowed for the beauty of the outer chorus to be visible, and
so that all of them could see the life-giving sun. It is possible to see something similar
happening in the theaters of the hippodrome, where the spectators sit together as on a
ladder, beginning with the highest seats, always sitting lower in the inferior level, until they
descend to the lowest level, so that it is possible <for everybody> to watch the competitors.

As for the birds, and especially those that the craft of nature beautified with multifari-
ous hues, some were flying in all directions, while others were sitting on the bottom of the
trunks and the topmost leaves of the trees,16 and it was possible to think that those going in
the middle <did> neither, so that the beholder would wonder which of the two is closest
to the truth, that they sat <on the trees> or that they flew around. Moreover, each was
striking up its own music, and they vied with each other in a worthy competition, who
would sing a sweeter melody. [65] From one side a nightingale with variegated neck17 was
singing more sweetly than the Sirens.18 From another spot the bright green parrot was
singing. The peacock, the gilded bird, a most splendid sight, was delighting in its own hues.19

A swan spreading its wings to Zephyr20 was sounding a harmonious lyre. And if myth knows
a monstrous all-seeing man, then, by all truth, the garden possessed all tongues.21

14 tw/' mh; mevnein ajprovoptoi (literally, “unforeseen in not staying still”).
15 ejkei'na = “those,” “the former.”
16 prevmnoi" kai; pethvloi" a[kroi" tw'n devntrwn ejfivzanon. Cf. Hyrtakenos in Notices et extraits, 6:27 (letter

65): ejfizomevnh pethvlw/.
17 ajhdw;n poikilovdeiro". Cf. Hesiod, Works and Days, 203: ajhdw;n poikilovghru".
18 On the Sirens, see also Hyrtakenos in Notices et extraits 6:38 (letter 78); ibid., 42 (letter 86).
19 tai'" eJautou' bafai'" hjglai?zeto. Cf. Achilles Tatios 1.15.7: oiJ de; th/' tw'n pterw'n ajglai>zovmenoi

stolh/'. Cf. also above, pp. 132–34 and note 52.
20 Kai; kuvkno", uJpanei;" zefuvrw/ ta;" pteruvga". Cf. Hyrtakenos in Boissonade, AnecGr, 1:267:

<Seirh'ne">yila;" uJpanei'sai zefuvrw/ ta;" pteruvga".
21 The mythological all-seeing man that Hyrtakenos refers to is Argos Panoptes, whose body was covered

with eyes. When Zeus transformed his beloved Io into a heifer so as to hide her from the jealousy of Hera, Hera
sent Argos to watch over Io and never leave her in peace. Argos is extensively referred to by Hyrtakenos in
Boissonade, AnecGr, 1:292.
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Throughout spring, how could words ever express what <beauty> was attained by the
multifariousness and polychromy of the flowers, smelling better than the perfumes from
Arabia and India?22

And whenever the season of fruits arrived, when the matchmaking full bloom hap-
pened to be appointed as the mother of fruits, what beauty, size, smoothness, shine, and
sweetness of juices they obtained called for <one’s> ability to distinguish the pleasures
rather than a descriptive narrative.

[66] Moreover, there were some things <in the garden> that enslaved the senses of the
body. One captured vision. Another, by tickling hearing, made the listener hang upon his
ears. Yet another weakened smell by remembrance alone. A fourth one hardly suggested
itself to taste and the hook of delight seized the chest. As for the sense of touch, even before
experiencing the smoothness <of the fruits and flowers of the garden>, one’s capacity to
touch was weakened. Thus one was overcome from all sides, even if he struggled very hard
to resist. He was overthrown not only with regard to <his senses>, but also with regard to
the powers of the soul.

One could possibly call those the artifacts and gifts of diligence and agriculture. But
<the plants> that the earth brought forward by itself, how would he discuss them?23

For the face of that land was richly painted and variously ornamented, as nothing else,
since all the seasonable <harvests> yielded24 everywhere had assembled there together, as if
at a signal. One could justifiably call her Bride of Solomon,25 adorned with lilies better than
a field. The rose emerged delightful, setting the bud ajar. The lily sprang forth sweet, break-
ing through the pregnant womb. The violet frisked splendidly, like an infant bounding
without its swaddling clothes.26 The beautiful narcissus was twisting with desire. The “dewy
lotus,” as a disciple of Homer might call it,27 as well as the crocus and the hyacinth [67] were
dancing around elegantly. Silphium was smiling charmingly, admired more than the others.
The Beauties were laughing, the Delights were leaping, the Muses were chanting, the Nymphs
were accompanying their song with the lyre; “nor did they lack aught of the beauteous lyre,
that Apollo held,”28 “while the player struck the chords in prelude to his sweet lay.”29

22 For other references to the perfumes of Arabia and India by Hyrtakenos, see Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:23;
Notices et extraits, 6:17 (letter 54).

23 Cf. Longos, Daphnis and Chloë, 4.2: h\san kai; ajnqw'n prasiaiv, w|n ta; me;n e[feren hJ gh', ta; de; ejpoivei
tevcnh. (“There were also beds of flowers, some of which the earth brought forth, and others that craft cre-
ated.”).

24 tw'n oJpoidhvpot∆ ajnadidomevnwn wJraivwn. Cf. Thucydides, 3.58: o{sa te hJ gh' hJmw'n ajnedivdou wJrai'a.
25 Cant. 2:1.
26 Terpno;n to; rJovdon, paranoi'gon th;n kavluka, prouvkupten: hJdu; proephvda to; krivnon, th;n kuoforou'san

gastevra diarjrJhgnuvn: ajglao;n ejskivrta to; i[on, wJ" brevfo" ajpesparganwmevnon aJllovmenon. Cf. Makrembolites,
1.4.1: to; i[on prophda'/ tw'n fuvllwn kai; met∆ ojdmh'" wJrai?zei th;n o[yin: tw'n rJovdwn to; me;n prokuvptei th'"
kavluko", to; d∆ ejgkumonei'tai, a[llo prokevkufen, e[sti d∆ o} kai; pepanqe;n kata; gh'n ejrruvh.

27 lwto;" eJrshvei" is from Iliad, 14.348. See also Hyrtakenos in Notices et extraits, 5:734 (letter 13). “A
disciple of Homer” = oJmhrivdh". Cf. Notices et extraits 6:5 (letter 35): kaq∆ oJmhrivdhn.

28 Iliad, 1.603 (as translated in Loeb, 2 vols. [Cambridge, Mass.–London, 1924–25], 1:49).
29 Odyssey, 1.155 (as translated in Loeb, 2 vols. [Cambridge, Mass.–London, 1919], 1:15).
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<There were> Graces all over, charms everywhere. From one side Luxuries, from the
other Delights were calling. All was beautiful, all lovely, and every single thing considered it
a shameful defeat not to excel among all others. Such was their noble competition with
each other.30

But whence had the transplanting of those unwithering plants come? Whence the
water of the leaping springs? Clearly, indeed, from Eden and the Euphrates. For everything
beautiful from everywhere had assembled there as if to one abode, and truly constituted
“the most fertile of lands.”31 Why <did> that silly little garden of Alkinoos the Phaeacian
<exist>, raised, as they say, above the earth, planted suspended up in the air?32 Why <were
there> the Islands of the Blessed and the “asphodel meadows”33 and the Elysian Fields that
are beyond decay,34 this nonsense of the poets35 [68] and the talk of inebriated old crones,
the silly meadows that the Hellenes36 deemed worthy of silly heroes, because they were
stranded away from Paradise as we know it? <They existed> so that those whom neither
green pasture would feed, nor dew of grace would refresh, be seized by spiritual thirst and
hunger, and <so that> they be condemned neither to Kokytos nor to Pyriphlegethon,37 but
<have> a river of eternal fire and the flame of hell as a resting place.

Why should one enumerate the olive groves and the vineyards, the laurel and myrtle
groves, the beds of the plants, the appearance of the cultivated trees, the attributes and
qualities of the fruits, as well as their beauty and magnitude, the bursting of transparent
springs and the bubbling up of the sweetest waters, the clear songs of birds that are not
inferior to the charms of music, and the other things, each one of which is worth talking
about and narrating, <why should one> spend time describing them? Especially since they
did not offer the slightest consolation to Anna, though they were so lovely and wonderful.
For, once a soul has experienced sad ideas and is brought down by grief, it does not easily
want to look up nor to change mood. Rather, like a ship dipped in a billow and sunk by an

30 Cf. Makrembolites, 1.4.2: su; d∆ a]n eij dikasth;" kaqivsh/" aujtw'n, oujk oi\d∆ w/| th;n nikw'san ajpocarivsh/.
31 Iliad, 9.141 and 283.
32 Suspended were the gardens not of Alkinoos but of Semiramis. See Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:67 n. 4. It is

a literary topos to judge the beauty of any garden by comparison to that of Alkinoos. For a list of examples, see
Littlewood, Progymnasmata, 47. To these add Libanios’ description of a garden in R. Foerster, Libanii Opera, vol. 8
(Leipzig, 1915; repr. Hildesheim, 1963), 485–86.

33 Odyssey, 11.539.
34 For the Elysian Fields and the Islands of the Blessed in ancient literature, see Paulys Real-Encyclopädie der

classischen Altertumswissenshaft, new rev. ed. by G. Wissowa and W. Kroll (Stuttgart, 1893–), s.v. Elysion.
35 Cf. Makrembolites 1.4.3: Tau't∆ ijdw;n to;n ∆Alkinovou kh'pon ejdovkoun oJra/'n, kai; mu'qon oujk ei\con to;

para; toi'" poihtai'" semnologouvmenon pedivon ∆Hluvsion.
36 The pagan Greeks.
37 Hyrtakenos refers to Pyriphlegethon again in Notices et extraits, 5:732 (letter 9). For entries of Byzantine

dictionaries on Kokytos and Pyriphlegethon, see Suidae Lexicon, s.v. ∆Hluvsion pedivon: ejn w/| oiJ par∆ ”Ellhsi
divkaioi aujlivzontai, meta; qavnaton ejkei'se ejleusovmenoi: oiJ de; kolavsewn a[xioi ejn tw/' Kwkutw/' kai; tw/'
Puriflegevqonti ajpeleuvsontai. potamoi; de; ou|toi, oJ me;n Kwkuto;" yucrovtato", oJ de; Puriflegevqwn
qermovtato". (“Elysian Field: where the just ones dwell, according to the Hellenes, arriving there after death.
Those who deserve punishment will depart to Kokytos and Pyriphlegethon. These are rivers, Kokytos a very
cold one and Pyriphlegethon very hot.”).
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influx of waves one after the other, it cannot shake free and rise to the surface. In any case,
she was not well disposed toward anything pleasant. But, whence she might <derive> some
repose, therefrom she rather stored up burdens of misfortune, and anything sweet she deemed
as “good for nothing.”38

At any rate, from time to time she stretched not only her mental thoughts but also her
physical eyes together with her arms toward heaven, [69] sometimes beating her breasts with
both hands, other times fixing her brow and knees on the ground, and, in distress of both
soul and heart, she uttered such pitiful cries to God as “I ought not to have been conceived
in the first place, nor should my miserable mother have borne me in her womb. Rather, I
should have seen to it so that I be aborted as soon as I was conceived, or that I die39 as soon
as I was born. Thus I would not have met with such an evil destiny. Otherwise, since I have
reached such an age,40 <I should> either become a mother or depart from among the
living!”

Such were her words. And since she could not produce thunder, nor make torrential
rains fall, she was doing what befitted her nature, uttering deep sighs and gushing forth
fountains of tears. What then? Contemplating Sarah and Anna <the mother of Samuel>
and Fenanna,41 and all <the women> who, like them, met up with that terrible demon of
infertility, and how each one changed into bearing children, was that <reason> for better
hope? By no means. For <Anna> considered their situation as curable, while her own as the
only incurable one.

But I proclaim to you to have courage, Anna! Look at Sarah, who brought forth Isaac.
Behold Anna, [70] the mother of Samuel. The archangel Gabriel, who knows how to release
the fetters of barrenness, <is> near. He foretells to you that you will conceive, Anna. For, as
<the Old Testament> Anna conceived Samuel, likewise you will conceive a virgin daughter.
In her turn, she <will conceive> the one who is God over all, about whom John, the son of
Elizabeth, will prophesy that he is the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world.
And he will point him out not only by his words but also by his finger, saying “Behold the
Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world.”42 Praise to you for the glad tidings!
More than praise for the graces! Now you have truly become what your name signifies, or,
rather, you will become what you have been called. Know the interpretation of your name:
“Anna” is Hellenized as “grace,” and, by becoming Hellenized, it is ennobled. For grace will

38 Oujde;n iJerovn (“nothing sacred”): ancient proverb that Hyrtakenos also uses elsewhere in his writings.
Cf. Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:68 n. 1. Cf. also Suidae Lexicon, s.v. oujde;n iJerovn: ÔHraklh'" ei\pen ∆Adwvnido" ijdw;n
xovanon, wJ" tw'n eujergethsavntwn tou;" ajnqrwvpou" movnwn deovntwn tima'sqai: h] o{ti oiJ katafugovnte" eij"
aujvto; dou'loi a[deian oujk ei\con. (“‘Nothing sacred’: Herakles said that when he saw the cultic statue of Adonis,
because, in his opinion, only those who were benefactors of humans ought to be honored. Or, because the slaves
that fled there for protection were not granted indemnity.”).

39 tw/' bivw/ leitourgh'sai a{ma kai; tw/' crewvn. Cf. Boissonade, AnecGr, 1:268: novmw/ leleitouvrghse th'"
fuvsew"; ibid., 281: novmw/ de; fuvsew" leitourghvsasa. Also ibid., 2:442.

40 eij" tou'q∆ hJlikiva" paraggeivlasa. Paraggevllw eij" = “to enter the ranks of ” (see Lampe, s.v.
paraggevllw).

41 See Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:69 n. 3.
42 John 1:29.
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not give birth to grace, as they say,43 but to the mother of all graces and the one who filled
our nature with grace, that is, the graceful Mother of God and mistress of both angels and
humans. Therefore you, <Anna>, prepare yourself for the conception, and, after conceiving,
give birth, and after giving birth rejoice and exult and dance. However we, oh you who are
present, should now end the description.

43 Sophocles, Ajax, 520.
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Appendix 2

Theodore Meliteniotes, Eis Sophrosynen1

Description of the Garden2

[The poem Eis Sophrosynen is written in fifteen-syllable “political” verses. The narrative voice
employed is the first person throughout. The poem begins with an introduction stating its didactic
character: the authors of fiction are usually admired, though they disfigure the truth and compose false
tales. On the contrary, the narrative that will follow is truthful. On the first of May, the best of all
months, the narrator went for a walk in the midst of flourishing nature.3 While enjoying his surround-
ings, he saw a strange light emanating from a distant dome. A comely and dignified maiden appeared in
front of him and explained that the dome was the roof of her home, and that she was the mistress of the
land surrounding it. She had seen him approach her estate, unaware of the deadly dangers ahead of him,
that neither human nor angel could avoid without her guidance. Worried for his safety, she had hastened
to meet him. She explained that her home and its surrounding garden were protected by seven defensive
obstacles: an impassable river, a bridge about to collapse, a closed iron gate, a plain with man-eating
beasts, a steep trench, a dense woodland, and an immense enclosing wall. The narrator implored the
maiden to let him visit her home and garden and then allow him to go back in safety. Moved by his
tears, she agreed and guided him through the aforementioned dangerous obstacles, at this point described
in detail, to the gates of her garden.4 Cerberus, who was prevented from devouring the narrator only by
the maiden, watched outside these gates. An angel with a flaming sword, who was about to attack the
narrator and was ordered not to by the maiden, guarded inside the gates. As soon as the gates closed
behind him, the narrator started trembling with fear.]

[Verses 758–827] When the maiden saw me standing and trembling, she said: “Rejoice, oh
human, do not be afraid, do not tremble, for you have now escaped the causes of fear. But
see inside, admire everything as you have asked <to do>, even my own house, where I
dwell. Do not overlook my bed, which is situated <therein>, oh stranger. Look at the

1 “To Sophrosyne,” that is, the maiden who led the narrator into her garden. Her name could be translated
as “Moderation,” “Probity,” or “Chastity.” See Lampe, s.v. swfrosuvnh.

2 The verses of the poem chosen for translation were strictly those pertinent to the landscaping of
Sophrosyne’s garden. The summary of the verses omitted (including the description of the buildings contained
in the garden) is given in italics. The subtitles preceding different sections of the translation were apparently
placed there not by the author, but by a scribe, and were repeated by the editor. They are retained in the
translation in order to aid the reader. References to other texts in the notes are not exhaustive, but only indica-
tive of the number of rhetorical topoi employed by the author. For the connections between Meliteniotes’ poem
and other texts, see F. Dölger, “Quellen und Vorbilder zu dem Gedicht des Meliteniotes ‘Eij" th;n Swfrosuvnhn’:
Mit einer Einleitung über die Person des Dichters” (diss., Munich, 1919). See also V. Tiftixoglu, “Digenes, das
‘Sophrosyne’-Gedicht des Meliteniotes und der byzantinische Fünfzehnsilber,” BZ 67 (1974): 1–63.

3 Many of the elements used in this part of the poem for the depiction of spring will reappear in the
description of Sophrosyne’s garden.

4 The description of the woodland (verses 642–57), the last obstacle before the surrounding wall, reverses
the topoi employed in the description of a pleasure garden: everything is covered with thick ivy, bramble, and an
infinite number of holm oaks filled with thorns, while the bushes grow tangled and in total confusion. No wild
or domesticated animal and no bird or other fauna lives there.
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Garden5 and <the attributes> of the Garden, [765] the statues of the sculptors that are
positioned in it, that are standing above, all around the walls, others looking like they were
made of iron, others showing off a form made of copper, others of gold, others of some
kind of silver. [770] Also look at the pleasant site of this Garden, its valley, the position of
the place, the fragrance of the flowers that are in the Garden, the unusual beauty and colors
of the herbs, the meadows [ta;" pova"], the likes of which no human eye has seen, [775] the
ineffable and divine beauty of the shrubs. Behold the comeliness of the infinite plants,
wonder at the delight that they bring here, see the assembly of the evergreen trees. Do not
pass without awe, oh stranger, do not, by God. [780] But be surprised at the novel fruits
<that grow> in it, and do not shun the vines <that are> thither, and see the form of the
bunches of grapes, while you happen to be there.6 For they bring a lot of pleasure to their
beholders and insatiable enjoyment to those who look at them. [785] Look at the grapevine,
if you do not shrink from it. You will see many and multicolored grapes on it, some crystal-
like, others blackish, while yet others have a purple appearance, offering a multiple and novel
delight. [790] Do not overlook the tame7 and beautiful birds, those that sing sweetly and
those that are used for hunting, those that love water and those that eat fish, for you will be
delighted and will rejoice greatly. Behold the multitude of quadruped animals, and, [795]
while looking at the springs and fountains of the garden, admire the extraordinary structure
of the pool, gazing at the novel limpidity of the waters, and the multitude of fish that live in
the pool. Admire the Sirens together with the Erotes,8 [800] and the decorous and great
dance of the Graces,9 and the water-loving trees all around the pool, and the fowl that likes
the nature of waters. Admire how my bath has been erected by a sensible builder near the
pool,10 [805] and do not bypass my conspicuous throne, which, as is expected from its
beauty and the ornamentation of its precious stones, has by far defeated the throne of Cyrus,
which the scriptures vaunt as being a very brilliant one. Moreover, admire the two statues
that are near it, [810] and you will by all means know the prudence of the most wise

5 In the translation that follows, “Garden” (with capital initial) renders the Greek Paravdeiso", which
means both “garden” and “Paradise.” The importance of the double meaning of this word in the context of
Meliteniotes’ heavily symbolic poem is obvious. For the garden of Sophrosyne, Meliteniotes also uses the word
leimwvn, which means both “garden” and “meadow.” Since “meadow” in English signifies a grassland, we ren-
dered the Greek leimwvn with “garden” (without initial capital).

6 [verse 782] We accept the editor’s emendation of ou{tw to wJdiv.
7 [verse 790] ceirohvqh = “birds used to being fed out of a human hand.” Cf. Achilles Tatios, 1.15: oiJ de;

ceirohvqei", taw;" kai; kuvkno" kai; yittakov". Cf. also Digenes Akrites, G 6.22: taw'ne" ceirohvqei" te yittakoi;
kai; oiJ kuvknoi, and G 7.37: ceirohvqei" taw'ne" mevn, yittakoi; kai; oiJ kuvknoi.

8 Cf. Achilleis, p. 61, verse 720N, and p. 103, verse 488L.
9 [verse 800] kai; to;n coro;n to;n eu[kosmon kai; mevgan tw'n carivtwn. Cf. Hyrtakenos, in Boissonade,

AnecGr, 3:67. Cf. also Meliteniotes, verses 2351–54 and above in App. 1, note 5.
10 The bath is described in detail later, but it is the only structure gracing Sophrosyne’s garden for which

no allegorical interpretation is provided at the end of the poem. Baths are often described in the gardens and
castles of the Byzantine romances (such as Kallimachos, 291–354, Belthandros, 457–59, Achilleis, p. 62, verses 776–
94N, and p. 104, verses 514–29L), so it is possible that Meliteniotes’ mention of the bath is simply a repetition of
a literary topos. However, baths in Byzantine culture had become associated with healing, a connotation that was
also employed in Christian symbolism. See ODB, s.v. Bath. See also P. A. Agapetos, “The Erotic Bath in the
Byzantine Vernacular Romance of Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe,” Classica et Medievalia 41 (1990): 257–73.
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craftsman. Look also at the divinely erected temple that I have, oh stranger, which is conse-
crated in the name of God, my redeemer and savior. See also my tomb near the temple,
which is a gloomy memorial for me, the wretched one. [815] Then look at the great gate
that this Garden has, how it is locked. And after becoming a spectator of this all in there, you
will feel pleasure, since you are human, and will admire even more the great and divine
power of God. [820] And if there are puzzles that are difficult to understand, let me mani-
festly explain their meaning to you, so that you can learn from facts about my nobility. For
which human mind could be suitable enough for telling? Those who beheld the construc-
tion of the castle from far away, [825] you could see them regard it as supernatural in their
stupefaction. For they thought they were seeing snow, since <the castle> was twined by the
whiteness and harmonious joining of its stones.

[Above the castle there was a cruciform apartment that is described in detail (vv. 828–1106). In it there
was a bed decorated with precious stones, enumerated in alphabetical order (vv. 1115–97).11 The posts
of the bed ended in dragon heads that looked as if they were about to devour the sleeper. The legs of the
bed were in the form of four men carrying it on their shoulders, as if in a funeral procession. The bed was
covered with a purple veil (vv. 1198–1221).12 The narrator admired the house of the maiden, then
climbed to the roof and gazed at the garden planted around it. The garden was surrounded by a wall
made of rock crystal, above which there were labyrinthine galleries adorned with statues that faced the
garden. The statues were sculpted by the famous sculptors of antiquity. Those that adorned the first wall
of the garden represented ancient poets, orators, philosophers, grammarians, magicians, astronomers, and
wise soothsayers, in one word those that were familiar with “Hellenic wisdom”: Adam, Seth, Cain,
Solomon, Homer, Hesiod, Hezekiah, Orpheus, Epimetheus, Deucalion, Cecrops, ancient doctors such
as Hippocrates, Galen, Posidonius, Paul of Aegina, and Archigenes, etc. The southern wall of the garden
was adorned with statues of the Greek gods: Saturn, Zeus, Poseidon, Apollo, Hades together with
Tityus, Tantalus, Charon and Rhadamanthys, Phaethon, Hermes Trismegistos, Orion, Ares, Dionysus,
Hephaestus, Cronus, Aphrodite, Athena, Rhea, Demeter, Artemis, Hera, Selene, and the statues of wise
men that the ancients honored as gods (vv. 1485–1858). The statues of the third wall represented
Moses, Samson, David, Goliath, Jonathan, and other Old Testament figures known for their victories
against the enemies of their people, as well as Herakles, Achilles, Nestor, Odysseus and other Homeric
heroes, and Alexander (vv. 1859–2295). The fourth wall was adorned with statues of virtues: Grati-
tude, Vigil, Prudence, Humility, Charity, Continence, Truth, etc. Such was the position of the statues
(vv. 2296–2334).13]

[Verses 2335–2524] Who could talk about the Garden to an assembly? Or is it clear to all of
them that <the Garden> is unrivaled? For all around, near the <enclosing> wall, non–fruit-
bearing trees were standing in rows, as if they were a first chorus. Then, a second chorus,

11 On the stones of Sophrosyne’s bed, see S. Schönauer, Untersuchungen zum Steinkatalog des Sophrosyne-
Gedichtes des Meliteniotes, mit kritischer Edition der Verse 1107–1247 (Wiesbaden, 1996).

12 Cf. the beds in Makrembolites 1.6. Cf. also the bed in Achilleis, p. 62, verses 768–73N and p. 104, verses
509–11L.

13 Cf. the statues on the wall of Rhodamne’s silver castle, verses 882–963N.
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that of evergreen trees, [2340] was standing within the <chorus> of the non–fruit-bearing
ones. The fruit-bearing trees were standing as a third chorus, having all the branches leaning
toward the earth, and all of them nodding downward because of the weight of their fruits.14

Seeing the compactness of those trees, one would think [2345] that he was looking at a very
dense mountain inside the Garden. At the very edge of this Garden innumerable kinds of
shrubs were planted, that were in every way beautiful in form and appearance, rendering
splendid the Garden of the Maiden. [2350] It was possible to see that the manner in which
the trees were planted was unexpected: for the multitude of fruitless and fruit-bearing trees
and the sounds of the birds that were in the shrubs represented the dance of female dancers
that were singing a sweet song while dancing.15 [2355] The craftsman had pitched the trees
in such rows, and had positioned the chamber in such a straight line, that he managed to
please everybody by the view alone. This circular shape of all the trees created a magnificent
plain, filled with trees [2360] and all kinds of herbs, as well as various flowers that adorned
the place with their manifold colors and almost caused heavy torpor with their perfumes. In
the very middle of this plain, on an elevation [a[nwqen], there were fragrant, novel, and
strange garden beds, [2365] bringing a sweet smell to the nostrils and delighting the soul
with their unusual pleasantness. Who would not immediately be astounded, <thinking> it
might be a sculpture,16 if he saw the thick shade of all the trees, the variation of the leaves,
the kind of fruits, the close order of the shrubs and vines, [2370] the composition of the
herbs, the fixing of the reeds, the beauty of the flowers, and the color of the pigments?
Moreover, there were such big fruits hanging on the branches that all the shoots were
bending downward because of their load. [2375] I therefore rejoiced looking at the fruits
and pomes, some having their sweetest taste on the outside, and others guarding their deli-
cious flavor inwardly. Amidst the continuous trees, violets and lilies, as well as balsam trees
and basil [2380] together with roses, were sprouting in the garden, which offered a signifi-
cant spectacle to the viewers. So unusual was the delight of this garden.

On the waters of the garden
<The Garden> also had several springs and fountains jetting forth from the ground

and outpouring around in a circle, [2385] much cooler than melted snow, all uniting in one
straight canal from which that whole garden was watered, receiving thus thoroughly suffi-
cient irrigation.

On the pool of the garden
In the very middle of this Garden [2390] there was a pool of generous width, having

little depth toward the bottom. It was an indescribable structure made with rock crystal of
the most pure whiteness. On the lips of this admirable pool [2395] stood a chorus of
numerous birds and animals, also hewn in rock crystal. The mouths of these animals and
birds were opened by some kind of mechanical device. Some were receiving the streams of
water [2400] in their feet through some pipes, and were again spitting them forth through

14 Cf. above, pp. 115–18 and note 25.
15 See above in App. 2, note 9.
16 The idea that the beauty of nature in a garden imitates the beauty of art can also be found in Longos,

4.3.5: ejdovkei mevntoi kai; hJ toiouvtwn fuvsi" ei\nai tevcnh.
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17 Cf. Achilles Tatios, 1.15.6: to; de; u{dwr tw'n ajnqevwn h\n kavtoptron, wJ" dokei'n to; a[lso" ei\nai diplou'n,
to; me;n th'" ajlhqeiva", to; de; th'" skia'" (“the water served as a mirror for the flowers, giving the impression of a
double grove, one real and the other a reflexion”). Trans. Loeb (London, 1917), 47.

18 filomhvla = “piper, trigla cuculus,” not “apple-loving,” as is implied by the editor’s punctuation.
19 See E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods (Cambridge, Mass.-London,

1914), and D. Demetrakos, Mega Lexikon tēs Hellēnikēs Glōssēs (Athens 1936–50), s.v. i{ska and u{ska (verse
2425).

20 The text here reads ajluve". The editor (verse 2426 and n. 11) suggested its correction to kai; mu'e" (“and
mussels”). The translation of the word given here follows the correction of Spyridon Lampros (Nevo" ÔEll. 12
[1915]: 19) to ajfuvai (“small fry of various fishes)” in Liddell et al., Lexicon; ei\do" mikrou' ijcquvo", sardevlla in
Demetrakos, Mega Lexikon.

21 The emendation of panqivai to ajnqivai, as suggested by the editor (verse 2427 and n. 12), is acceptable.

their mouths inside the pool, pouring like a spring. These offered immeasurable delight with
their abundance. The water was so limpid and diaphanous [2405] that the bottom of the
pool was clearly visible, and it seemed as if the pool was a mirror for the Garden,17 as all the
fruitless and fruit-bearing trees, the multitude of fruits, plants, and shrubs, as well as the
herbs and the colors of the fragrant flowers, [2410] the grass and the species of birds and
animals, and all that was growing in the Garden, appeared inside this admirable pool. This
was an awe-inspiring sight for the onlookers. And whenever perchance the wind blew,
[2415] it was possible to see the pool swelling with low waves, gently agitated because of
the volume of the water, and the fish rising above it. For, one could see, swimming in the
water, plenty of

On the fish inside the pool
[2420] urchins, red mullets, sargues, frogs and skates, huge octopuses, stingrays and mylluses,
crabs, eels, parrot-wrasses, and the whole species of molluscs, cuttlefish, breams, carp, scor-
pion fish and sprats, gudgeons together with bass, prawns and shrimp, [2425] swordfish,
turbots along with pipers,18 hyscae,19 braizes and flat-fish, sea-wolves and cod, sardines,20 a
multitude of mormyrs, tunnies, and gobies and perch,21 and several other species of edible
fish, that were meant, I believe, as food and sustenance for the admirable Maiden.

On the grapevine of the garden
[2430] I even saw a grapevine all around the pool, bearing many diverse and enormous

grapes, others having a surface like that of a ruby, others with a black color, and yet others
golden. Even as I looked at their size, my mind boggled.

On the vine in the garden
[2435] For an enormous vine, stretching high, roofed the roofless pool in an admirable

way, and I believe that the single sight of it was something incredible for its beholders. The
multitude of the bunches and the size of the grapes forced the vine twigs to bend toward
the earth. [2440] What words can accurately depict their flavor? Who could inform with
words the completely ignorant ones? The touch of the grapes was so enjoyable to the heart,
their taste was so pleasant and so very sweet, and they were so delightful to the soul and so
filled with honey, [2445] that I believe even the queen would rejoice and luxuriate in the
beauty of their clusters and the multitude of their berries. The interweaving of the vine
twigs and the vines, and the mass of the tendrils and the clusters of the grapes <created>
something like another luminous ceiling above the garden.
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22 [verse 2451] ejkovma ga;r hJ tw'n futw'n panhvguri" ejkeivnh. Cf. Achilles Tatios, 1.1.3: ejkovma polloi'"
a[nqesin oJ leimwvn; also ibid., 1.15.1: e[ndon h\n hJ tw'n futw'n panhvguri".

23 Cf. Achilles Tatios, 1.1.3: sunh'pton oiJ ptovrqoi ta; fuvlla kai; ejgivneto toi'" a[nqesin o[rofo" hJ tw'n
fuvllwn sumplokhv (“and the branches, intertwining their leaves, thus made a kind of continuous roof over the
flowers beneath”). Cf. also ibid., 1.15.4: tw'n de; fuvllwn a[nwqen aijwroumevnwn, uJf∆ hJlivw/ pro;" a[nemon summigei'
wjcra;n ejmarmavrainen hJ gh' skiavn (“The leaves higher up were in gentle motion, and the rays of the sun
penetrating them as the wind moved them gave the effect of a pale, mottled shadow on the ground”) as trans-
lated in Loeb (London, 1984), 5 and 47, respectively. Cf. also Makrembolites 1.4.3–4: davfnh ga;r kai; murrivnh
kai; kupavritto" kai; a[mpeloi kai; ta\lla tw'n futw'n, o{sa to;n kh'pon ejkovsmei h] ma'llon oJ Swsqevnou" e[fere
kh'po", ejfaplou'si tou;" klavdou" wJ" cei'ra" kai; w{sper coro;n susthsavmena katorofou'si to;n kh'pon, ej"
tosou'ton de; tw/' hJlivw/ paracwrou'si prokuvyai peri; th;n gh'n, ej" o{son oJ zevfuro" pneuvsa" ta; fuvlla dievseisen
(“Because the laurel, the myrtle, the cypress, the grapevines, and the other plants that ornamented the garden, or
rather that the garden of Sosthenes brought forth, spread their branches like arms and, as if they had set up a
dance, roof the garden, and allow the sun to peep out at the earth only as much as the zephyr blows and moves
their leaves”).

24 [verse 2475] Possibly “holly” (kovkko") should be emended to “crocus” (krovko").
25 [verse 2481] The text has tw'n i[wn de; kokianovn, which is signaled by the editor as a corrupt reading (p.

115 n. 6). The translation follows the emendation of kokianovn to to; kuanovn, suggested by Lampros (Nevo" ÔEll.
12 [1915]: 19).

26 Cf. Achilles Tatios, 1.15.6: tw/' de; i[w/ kavlux me;n oujdamou', crova de; oi{an hJ th'" qalavssh" ajstravptei
galhvnh.

On the beauty of the garden
[2450] It was possible to see an incredible sight in all this. That festal assembly of plants

was growing a thick foliage.22 The branches of the fruitless trees <formed> a multitude
beyond description, while the chorus of fruit-bearing trees was also growing there, as well
as <the chorus> of evergreen and water-loving trees, [2455] while the swarm of leaves and
the crowd of shoots, and of boughs and of all the saplings, and the composition of the fruits
and the forest of the trees, were imitating the ceiling of a palatial home. Thus had the
admirable craftsman covered it, [2460] thus had he roofed this admirable garden, that even
the sun itself could not penetrate inside it, except only in times of windy weather in the
garden, when most of the trees generally lose their leaves and drop all their adornment.23

[2465] Such were the plants and the vines.
On the fragrant garden beds

Could the garden beds of those fragrant flowers, which were filled with plants breath-
ing sweet unguents, be easily described by anyone? I do not think so. For who could outline
with words their composition, order, and beauty, [2470] as well as their ultimate symmetry?
Their skillful gardener seemed to have used measuring cords of equal length. Some <beds>
were growing roses, others were bringing myrtles to bloom, and yet others narcissus, violets
and lilies together with balsam trees, [2475] different beds <were bringing forth> different
<flowers>, and holly24 and several other <plants>, and <it is possible> to mention anything
fragrant that the earth produces.

On the colors of the fragrant herbs
The color of the flowers was seen all-variegated. For the swarm of roses stood purple,

the myrtles possessed an emeraldlike appearance, [2480] the narcissus seemed from afar as
platinum, and the dark blue of the violets25 like the color of the sea.26 And if <the garden>
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enjoyed some chance breeze, it trembled slightly, like small waves, so that the many who
were gazing at it from afar could see [2485] a calm ocean inside the Garden. The whiteness
of those pure lilies and the splendid and green-colored sight of the balsam trees seemed to
the beholders like a spraying river, and it was reckoned by the wayfarers as an emerald stone.

On the birds in the garden
[2490] As for the voices of the birds that were in the orchard, and the honey-flowing

songs of those that were singing, who will possibly tell their tale, what words could hand it
down, even if one had ten thousand tongues and was immensely boastful <of his elo-
quence>? Some <birds> were sitting on the earth and were often singing, [2495] others
were flying around uttering sweet songs, while yet others were seated together on the
young shoots of the branches, delivering musical notes as if accompanied by a lyre.27

On the winds of the garden
In addition, the garden possessed yet another delight: a gentle breeze was eternally

blowing inside it, [2500] softly swaying the trees and all the herbs, and moving and throwing
down the swarm of fruits. You could say this is the Zephyr of Paradise. It blew for the
growth of everything in there and for the flourishing of the unconstrained <plants>, and in
order to send out ineffable joy and incredible fragrance. [2505] Know that such was the
comeliness of the garden, such was its adornment, and such its appearance, that it could
even delight the angels, as I believe. For the blowing of Zephyrs in the Garden, the sound of
both the <exceptionally> enjoyable and the <more> common little trees, [2510] the din of
the fruits and the scented lotuses, the breathing of the waters, the rattling of the shrubs, the
multicolored sight of the blooming herbs, and the fragrance of all the fragrant flowers, as
well as that wonderful and awesome wind [2515] and the voices of the sweet-singing spar-
rows, the humming of the nightingales, the twittering of the swallows, the songs of the
parrots, the melodies of the finches, and the odes of the cicadas that chirruped loudly
brought a novel delight all over the Garden, [2520] wherefrom the heart of the Maiden was
sweetened, and a wind filled with delight blew there. The sight of the garden was this
splendid, full of many strong perfumes and unbelievable mirth, wondrous and graceful for
everyone who laid eyes on it.

[The narrator goes on to describe in detail other structures in the garden, beginning with the splendid
bath that was situated in its westernmost section (vv. 2525–67). He then describes the throne of
Sophrosyne. Its legs represented the four virtues (Prudence, Valor, Truth, and Justice) and on its sides
stood the statues of Life and Death (vv. 2568–2728). The garden also contained a church that was
superior to the Temple of Solomon (vv. 2729–48). In the courtyard of the church there was an empty
mausoleum, meant as a tomb for the maiden Sophrosyne (vv. 2749–2809). Finally, the narrator
describes the appearance of the maiden herself (vv. 2810–67). After the narrator had thanked Sophrosyne
for allowing him to enjoy such pleasant surroundings, she led him to the gates of the garden and
provided the symbolic interpretation of all that he had seen, so that he might warn and admonish others.
The path that he had taken while walking on his own, filled with trees and flowers that are transient

27 Cf. Achilles Tatios, 1.15.7. Cf. also Hyrtakenos in Boissonade, AnecGr, 3:64.
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and subject to corruption, was the path of life led astray, filled with pleasures but leading to destruction.
But, since humans are endowed with the ability to look up to a moral way of life, the narrator was able
to perceive the light from afar, though he could not have reached the source of this light without the
guidance of Sophrosyne (and her homonymous virtue). The seven obstacles represented the passions of
flesh that one has to fight. The statues of the wise men and heroes that surrounded the garden were a
reminder that the virtuous attain the eternal kingdom. The church with the tomb in its courtyard
symbolized freedom from sin, which is impossible to obtain without remembering death. The gates to
Sophrosyne’s estate should be understood as the Earth, on which man arrives and from which he
departs naked. Those who live on it sinfully are condemned to the fire of Hell, while those who live
virtuously will enjoy Paradise (vv. 2868–3016). The narrator then addresses a eulogy to God (vv.
3017–60), which ends with a final reminder that the Garden of Sophrosyne was, indeed, Paradise:]

[Verses 3054–60] I now appeal to Your love toward humanity, oh King of all, so that I
do not become alien to spiritual Paradise. But, as I have now seen this garden, which can be
perceived with the senses, and have joyfully enjoyed its graces, may I likewise see that
spiritual garden and enjoy all its delightful graces, as well. For glory beseems Thee, oh
King,all into the ages, oh Trinity of three persons with one single substance; glory to Thee,
thrice-illuminating, who bestows the end.


